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TREASURE HUNT — Spending most of his time searching for articles
beneath the ground is what James A. Herndon does with his metal detec-
tor. Herndon started his hobby about three years ago and goes all over the
county and adjoining areas searching for coins and old metal objects. Being
a disabled veteran, it gives him something to do according to Herndon.
inside today
Photos by David frank
One Section - 12 Pages
Murray High advances to sub-state baseball play after
stopping Christian County 7-5 in the Region II baseball
finals Friday. See Page 7. Also, managing editor Gene
McCutcheon writes about the future of the Ohio Valley
Conference. See Page 6.
chance of
thundershowers
A chance of thundershowers
early tonight with lows in the mid
505.
Decreasing cloudiness and
mild Sunday, highs in the upper
70s.
The probability of precipitation
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Zaire Military tin k-Up Apparently.
Frees 2,500- Eurapean-Captives
KINSHASA, Zaire ( AP) - French
and Belgian paratroops were reported
to have linked up in Kolwezi today and
completed the recapture of the em-
battled copper-mining center where 2,-





Plans for the second annual Summer
Theatre Festival sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway CommUnity Theatre
and the Downtown Murray Merchants
Association are under way, according
to theatre director Richard Valentine.
The festival, which will include a
melodrama, a mountain music band,
an old-fashioned cake walk, and an -
aucticn will be held on the south side of FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Gov.
the court square on Friday night, May Julian Carroll has told an organization
26, beginning at 6:30 p.m. representing the state's teachers that
Gerry Reed, production co-chairman layoffs by local school boards are "be-
for the melodrama "No, No, A yond any state control" if the teaching
Thousand Times No," said, "This show Positions being cut are in excess of state
will kick off the summer theatre season requirements.
for Murray and Calloway County. This
year we are offering a special season
ticket -for adults svIiichivilf allow them
to attend our three major productions."
She continued, "Coming up in June we
have 'The Hobbit' by J. R. R. Tolkien;
in July we will present 'The Thread
That Runs So True," a play about Jesse
Stuart; and in August 'Your A Good
Man Charlie Brown' will close out the
summer theatre season. By purchasing
a summer season ticket for $6, an adult
will be saving $1.50 over regular ad-
mission prices. There will ban() season
tickets for children. Tickets may be
obtained at the Summer festival on
May 26 or by calling 753-2288 or tbe
theatre office at 759-1752 any time prior
to the production of `The Hobbit' in
June.
Buddy Buckingham, president of the
Downtown Murray Merchants
Association, said, "The downtown
merchants are very proud. to take part
in promoting the MurrarCalloway
County Community Theatre and its
Summer Theatre Festival. We fell that
this organization is a tremendous asset
to Murray and Calloway County...
Buckingham continued, "Our con-
tribution to the theatre program will
include a special drawing for 25 pairs of
season tickets. These tickets are being
donated by the downtown merchants,
and shoppers can register for them in
any downtown stores. Also, the various
merchants on the Court Square will be
having special sales in celebration of
the Summer Theatre Festival next
Friday and Saturday, May 26 and 27.
The drawing for the season tickets will
be on Friday night at the conclusion of
the activities."
"Other activities will include a
special puppet show by the Richard
Valentine Puppets featuring "Lester
Skunk," the Mountain Music Band will
play Bluegrass, country and folk music.
There will also be an old-fashioned cake
walk that will give citizens a chance to
win a cake baked by some of Murray's
finest cooks. There will be various
booths set up displaying the ac-
complishments and goals of the local
theatre. Community Theatre T-Shirts
will be on sale as well as drinks, Pop-
corn, and hot dogs." according to Patsy
Massey, production co-chairman.
In a letter released Friday, Carroll
responded to a request from Kentiietty
Education Association President
Wayne Harvey for an investigation into
the large numbers of teachers being.
dismissed by local school boards,at the
end of the current academic year.
Noting that appropriations for all
phases "of the state Minimum Foun-
dation Program were increased sub-
stantially during the recent legislative
session. Carroll said, "I cannot believe
that there woulitise any instance where
teachers are being disrnissed as a
Zaire's AZAP news agency said the
French found the bodies of 60 European
men killed by rebel forces and that the
victim's wives and daughters had been
raped.
The French Defense Ministry, which
confirmed finding the bodies, said the
link-up was achieved when a third wave
of 200 foreign legionnaires was dropped
into the Kolwezi area this morning.
Four hundred French troops jumped
into Kolwezi on Friday.
"As of this moment, our forces
control tlisiskhole of the town," said Col.
Paul Cavarrot, head of the French
army's press service.
The Defense Ministry in Brussels
said the Belgian troops were holding
Kolwezi airport, five miles from the
town of 100,000, where planes were
bringing in equipment and rein-
forcements, and that the first group of
refugees had been flown to the Zairean
air base at Kamina, 160 miles to the
north. The refugees were in a state of
shock, Belgian radio reported.
The Belgian troops, who dropped in
during the night and quickly fanned out,
reached a hospital where they found
patients unharmed by the rebels, but
suffering from a shortage of water, the
Defense Ministry said.
The French Defense Ministry saki the
legionnaires found the bodies of 44
Europeans on Friday in two locations in
the city after "very heavy fighting."
The additional 16 were found when
Operations resumed in the southern
copper-mining city at dawn today,
AZAP said.
Eighteen C-141 transport planes
dispatched by the United States to
Zaire, a former Belgian colOny, began
arriving in Kinshasa carrying fuel,
ammunition and trucks. White House
Press Secretary Jody Powell said he
knew of no plans to ferry ',French or
Belgian troops into the area, but he
said, "This is a military operation."
The first 400 French, who jumped into
the fighting a day earlier than planned
when the rebels apparently learned of
an operation scheduled for today, went
into action in two waves, a Western
military source said. They met no
immediate resistance, but later in the
day encountered heavy firing.
Gov. Carroll Tells Teacher Group
Layoffs 'Beyond State Control'
result of the 1978 General Assernbly."
Under the Minimum Foundation
Program, school districts are required
to hire one teacher for every 27 students
"with relatively few exceptions," Car-
roll said in his letter to Harvey. "Most
school districts employ more teachers
than they are required to employ under
the foundation prof,ram. •
'The diciSion tO -Cris-nil-is teachers
that are in excess of those required by
the Minimum Foundation Program is a
local decision and beyond any state
control," Carroll added.
The governor said he had been in-
formed by several local school staffs
that staff reductions have been
prompted by four factors:
-Enrollments have declined from
666,978 in 1973-74 to 624,038 this year.
Since state appropriations for local
school districts are based on the
average daily attendance within the
district, this decline has meant a
reduction in the number of classroom
units funded by the state.
-Teachers' salary increases were
approved by the General Assembly.
For those teachers hired in excess of
state requirements, the local districts
would have to pay for the raises with
local funds.
-The salary increases have promp-
ted a number of teachers to delay
retirement, according to Can-oil.
-Me uncertainty of the budget-
making process has also contributed to
layoffs, Carroll said. Since school
boards must notify teachers by April 30
if their contracts are not being
renewed, Carroll said some teachers
may have been notified that their
• positions will be eliminated pending the
receipt of state and federal finding.
FIRST PLACE IN MATH — Roy Weatherly, principal of Murray High School, presents Bruce Horning a pin awarded
to him for winning first place at Murray High in the 29th Annual High School Mathematics Examination. Observing
the presentation are Frances Matarazzo, mathematics teacher, and Beth Boston. 4800 schools throughout the
United States participated in the annual competition sponsored jointly by the Mathematical Association of America,
. Society of Actuaries, Mu Alpha Theta, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and the Casualty Atturial
Society. Horning placed 7th in Kentucky and Miss Boston of Murray High placed 13th. Murray High School ranked
7th in the state. Ballard High School in Louisville was first and Henry Clay High School in Lexington was second.
Photo by Kare Peebles
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Only Vigorous Campaign Is In 6th Sixth District
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A
vigorous Democratic congressional
primary in the 6th District highlights an
otherwise lackluster primary election
which is expected to draw a low turnout
Tuesday in Kentucky
-The challenge in the 6th District by.
stat4 Son Torn EalterlY" of Plankfort
against U.S.. Rep: ighp _ Bre c kinridge,
who seelis-a fourth term,, has attracted
the most attention..
The other six cortsgessi906L01%
"curnberits-iftlier- have' no` opposition,
only token foes or are decisive favorites
to survive until November
The Senate primary seems a
pushover for Democratic incumbent
Walter "Dee' Huddleston, seeking a
second term. He appears to be looking
toward fall and seems unworried about
three unheralded rivals.
The Republican Senate primary is
somewhat different, with state Rep.
Louie Guenthner of Louisville and Oline
Carmical of Williamsburg struggling to
emerge as Huddle_ston's opponent.
Democrats outnumber Republicans
-micre than 2 to lin .state iegistrata,
and the latest Purge of 169,000 inactive
votera fellows that general •
margin.
As of May 4 there were 1,164,726
Uemocrata on rolls and -409,205.
Republicans.
This is a non-presidential election
year, there are no burning state issues
involved and the acknowledged slip-
page in popularity of Democratic
President Carter is not expected to be a
major factor until the November races.
That spells voter apathy, and all the
unofficial signs are that the turnout will
the lowest in years for both parties in a
primary.
Democratic Reps. Carroll Hubbard of
the 1st District and William Natcher of
-the 2nd District have nn opposition in
the primary.
")emocratir jncumbent Romano
-Iktazsoli in the 31d District is a heavy
favorite takeep the Seal* WOE JO 1971
despite opposition by three taster
known candidates. -
Two Demperata Gearge.._Clark -
Martin anlbJeIW Hudak -- are vying for
the right to dpose Republican Rep
Gene Snyder, who has no primary foe.
in November in the 4th District.
In the 5th District GOP stronghold,
incumbent Tim Lee Carter is regarded
as certain to win renomination for an
eighth term against former state Rep.
Chuck Hardwick.
And in the 7th, Democrat Carl
Perkins, dean of Kentucky's
congressional delegation, is regarded
AS a shoo-in against a political
newcomer, Frank Burns.
In south central Kentucky, two
r
judges and a lawyer are facing off in a
nonpartisan primary race for the state
Supreme .Court judgeship being
• vacated by Pleas Jones.
Pulaski District Judge John Calvin
. -.Aker, Jarurt-of- Appeals Judge -John D.
White of Manchester and London at-
torney Boyd F. Taylor are running in
the primary. The top two finishers will
he on the November ballot.
The Breckinridge-Easterly contest is
the showpiece in the array of can-
didates and issues.
On the surface, the dignified 64-year-
old Breckinridge has most of the ad-
vantages.
He is the incumbent, he is from
I exington where the heaviest cluster of
votes is, he has an honorable historical
Kentucky name, he is experienced in
state and federal government and-he
generally is•much better known in the
/7-county • Bluegrass area than
Easterly, a- 38-year-old -Frankfort
lawyer.
The belief of many observers is that
Easterly, a tireless campaigner, hopes
for an upset but would settle for a
strong showing to keep him in front for
another attempt for Congress in 1900.
Easterly, with plenty of help from his
father, Edgar Easterly, a press
secretary to two governors in the late
1950s and early 1960s, Started his drive
10 months ago - keeping an eye toward
the race during the 1978 legislative
session.
The bachelor candidate has tried to
build a reputation as a consumer
champion and appears to have focused
. on what he contends is Breckinridge's
absence too often from the district, an
allegation heatedly denied by the in-
CilMbent
7 Both candidittes may -wind „up .„
spending up to $35,000 in the campaign,
a considerable amount for an off-year
congressional race.
Easterly has raised several issues
,such as abortion legislation and par-
dons for draft resisters --- but
Breckinridge has accused his opponent
of clouding them and making erroneous
insinuations about his stands on them
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Awife died 18 months ago, and this lady
I'm interested in has been 'a widow for three years. We
knew each other "way back when." I'm 66 and this lady is
63.
Before I renew our frietidship. I'd like to ask you a few
questions. Since her husband died, she's had several men
staying with her (one at a time) in her one-bedroom trailer.
I've also heard that she has visited an old farmer at his
fartlihbuse fl rfie Twa-ttf Them 1 for clays at -a -time.
Last week' she headed tor Colorado with another old
buddy in his camper truck. She said she planned to sleep in
motels on the way, and he would sleep in the truck: she
didn't say where they would sleep once they got to
Colorado.
Now, Abby, I don'twant to marry a woman who has a bad
reputation. She's the talk of this little town, but she is
really a very high-class lady and everybody likes her.
What is your advice?
FRANK IN FLORIDA
DEAR FRANK: It seems almost a disservice to the
community to take this aging swinger out of circulation -if
indeed you could: But if you regard this woman as a
"high-class lady," any advice I could give you would fall on
deaf ears. And your vision isn't too good, either.
DEAR ABBY:. I have recently moved into a high-rise
apartment, live alone, and have a problem that I imagine
other single girls who live alone must have. (I am 20 and
am saving myself for marriage. I
When my date brings me home, should we say.
good-night in the lobby, where the doorman, - night
watchman and tenants can watch us? Or should I ask my
date to walk me to my apartment door and say good-night
there? Or should I invite him to step into my apartment to
say good-night?
When I first moved here, I let my date step into my
apartment to thank him for the lovely'levening and it ended
up in a one-hour viresaing Match. I had a terrible -time
getting rid of him.
Please answer soon as I have no mother to ask.
SAVING MYSELFIN- TULSA
DEAR SAVING: A girl's date should always see her
• latfely -to her door. Don't allow anyone to „"step inside" if
you have any doubts about how he will behave once he's
inside. Even the most careful girls sometimes misjudge a
man, so should you find yourself with the "wrestling" type,
don't say "good-night"-say "GOOD-BYE!"
DEAR ABBY: I am a 1,7-year-old girl who has a very`
unhappy home life. My folks have been fighting ever since
I can remember. They, treat me like dirt, and I want to tell
you, it is miserable and rotten.
My boyfriend, Brad, is 18, and he comes from a home
that's even rottener, if there is such a word. His folks not
only fight all the time, but his father beats on his mother.
Anyway, Brad has been crazy about me ever since 7th
grade and we are thinking of getting married when he
graduates from high school in June. He plans to work dayi
at a garage and go to trade school for mechanics at night.
He's real good with cars and motors.
Should I quit school and get a job when Brad graduates?
I'd have only a year to go, and could finish later. We
wouldn't have much money, but we wouldn't need much,
and at least we'd have each other. I need advice. Thank
you.
TEARS ON MY PILLOW.
DEAR TEARS. Don't use marriage as an excuse to get
out of the house-no matter how "miserable" it is. I urge
you to finish high school while you have the chance. The
"later" you mention rarely comes. Children usually do,
instead.
De yen wish you bad more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "Bow To Be Popular;
You're Never Toe Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long,
self-addressed, 'tamped (24 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
 Fraacts Drake 
/OR SUNDAY
Whit kind of day will
totnorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
• 
ARIES
Mar 21 to Apr. 20) erk-A
A splendid period in which to
plan home improvements; also
to give serious thought to a
property deal.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Avoid present tendencies
toward restlessness and ex-
travagance.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21i
•You may have to make some
qUick moves. Answer is to have
alternative methods in mind.
Some of your philosophical
concepts are now subject to, general.
sudden change. PISCES
aelyk5--t-Feb. to Mar.--C*Nt'ER -
1June 22 to July 231
Self-control and a deter-
mination to avoid arguments
required now. Persons born
under some Signs may be a bit
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 231 at`g
Ignore rumors and correct
misunderstandings wherever
you can. But remember that the
more quietly you handle such
matters, the more successful
will be your effort.
VIRGO 
ITP‘t-01.t._:(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
An unexpected invitation to
an evening function could
strengthen your social standing
considerably. Don't hesitate to
accept.
LIBRA
t Sept, 24 to 00.23)
A great clay for presenting




(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) IneetC.
Natives of Scorpio rarely put
themselves -on the defensive,"
, MA' 21, 1978
but a complex Job situation
could tempt you to take such a
stand now Don't! Assert your
rights in a dignified manner.
SAGITTARIUS
t Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 JerkicY
Avoid present tendencies
toward lethargy and inertia.
Self-discipline is an innately
Sagittarian trait. Stress It now.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) le
This day's progress could be
furthered by joining forces with
someone outside your normal
circle.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Get together with associates
who share your interest to
discuss ambitions, hopes, plans
for the future, new ideas in
28i
Stellar influences extremely
beneficent. You now have a
chance to cash in on good will,
to increase your prestige.
YOU BORN TODAY, as a
Taurus-Gemini cuspal i one
born at the change of Signs),
are highly competent, ex-
tremely versatile and the
possessor of a most engaging
personality. Always "on your
toes" mentally, you never pass
up an opportunity, and your
enthusiasm for ac-
complishment is rarely dim-
med. Thus you usually achieve
eminently high plateaus of
success while others are still
dawdling along and indulging in
wishful thinking_ You have a
great love of knowledge and a
lively curiosity which usually
attracts you to the ex-
traordinary in life. Many
scientists, writers, musicians,
architects, inventors and
physicians have been born in
this zodiacal sector. Birthdate




 Frames Drake 
FOR MONDAY, MAY 22.1978
What kind of day will
'tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
'Mar 21 to Apr. 20)
Your judgment is usually
more than keen enough to help,
in handling difficult situations,
but it may need some shar-
pening note, when you COULD
face unusual complications.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Stubborn insistence on
sticking to old practices without
regard for new and more fitting
ones could be a big drawback
now. Look forward!
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21;
With a little ingenuity, you
can make a bright new place for
yourself now Use a practical
arena fer trying out ideas
before putting them into effect.
CANCER
, June 22 to •July 23) et)
In all endeavorS, consider the
long-range view. Don't put a lot
of time and effort into un-
dertakings which seem to spell
immediate success but have no
lasting value.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 2.3i 444;z
Highly benefic solar in-
fluences now stimulate business
and financial matters, indicate
new opportunities to further
worthwhile goals.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Influences favorable in part,
but day will require more effort,




11. r71.t Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —41





Every Registered Voter Is
Urged To Vote In The
Upcoming. . .
Primary Election
technical matters. If you step
knowingly, however, you can
net fine gains.
SCORPIO
tOct. 24 to Nov. 72 nte/4.
Carefully evalu,ate future
moves and plans. Take action
with the long-range view in
mind, and take past experience
into consideration. What's
expedient may not be the best
course. ,
SAGITTARIUS •
'Nov 23 to Dec. 21) )efair-
Jupiter influences now
stimulfite your interests and
leanings, arid your personality
should make itself felt in the
right places_ A day for ad-
vancement'
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 AdaCAPRICORN
Your intuition, foresight ani
reflexes should be at a peak
now, but don't let periods at
indifference or lethargy calm
you to offset good influences.
AQUARIUS • '3'
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) "I'n'l•'.;1kIA
Don't become flustered over
ticklish situations. Your good
judgment should tell you how to
overcome. And your innate
sense of humor will help you to
melt opposition.
P LSCFS
iFeb. 20 to Mar. 20)
An average day, yet some
new opportunities for furthering
your interests will be available
-- some hidden, some fairly
clear. Listen and look carefully.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
idealist, a deep thinker and
humanitarian in all your im-
pulses. Selflessness, in fact, is
the keynote of your life and you
are never happier than when
helping others, whether
materially or spiritually. As
with most Geminians, your
versatility is outstanding and
your talents cover a wide range
indeed. You could excel at
music, painting ( in water color
especially) and sculpture.
Science may also attract you
and, in this field, you could do
particularly well in geology,
archeology or engineering Real
te would also be a fertile
curb: moodiness and tendencies
field for your talents. Traits to
111( toward undue loss of temper.
Birthdate of • Sir Laurence
% Olivier, stage and film star; Sir
.41( Arthur Conan Doyle, author
4( (creator of "Sherlock
Holmes").
.4( .






Let's Stay Well By I J L Blasuigarne. M D
Elderly Persons Face Danger Of Drug Overdose
Q: Mrs. M. M. writes
that she recently returned
from a sisit some distance
away at the home of her
aging parents. She found
each of them taking sev-
eral medicines. Some
were from their physician,
and others were bought
from the local pharmacy
or grocery store.
She has heard that older
persons are not able to
handle medicines as well
as younger persons and
may overdose on drugs
that are taken regularly
over a period of time.
She wants comment and
suggestions about helping
her mother and father in a





Gospel singing featuring the
Kingsmeo Gospel Qroup of
Auburn, Ala., will be held at
the Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at 7:30
p.m. A potluck supper will be
at 6:0 p.m.
Murray Shrine Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Triangle Inn.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the WOW Hall
at 7:30 p.m.
An open horse show spon-
sored by the Hardin and South
Marshall Riding Clubs will





Gospel singing will be held
at Jenny Ridge Pentecostal
Church at 7:30 p.m..
Saturday, May 20
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 F.
&A, M. will meet at the lodge
hall at seven p.m.
Sunday, May 21
Baseball coaches and in
terested parents will meet at
East Calloway Elementary at-
one p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. (Jake)
Claxton will be honored with a
reception in. celebration of
their 50th wedding an-
niversary at the Holiday Inn,
Murray, from 1:300 4:30 p.m.
Reception for the Rev. Dr.
Jerrell White and family will
be held at the Memorial
Baptist Church Fellowship
Hall from two to four p.n.
Public is invited.
Kentucky Little Miss
Pageant, sponsored by Tau
lehi Lambda of WOW, will be









meet at 7:30 pm,
Monday, May 22
American Legion Post No.
73 and Auxiliary will meet at
the Legion Hall at 6:30- p.m.
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet at
seven p.m. at the Calloway
Public Library.
Creative Arts Department
of Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7 30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North 7th and Olive Streets.
Rangers and Rangerettes
will meet at the city Park at
6:30 p.m. .
Murray High Schou'
Basketball Banquet will be at
6:30 p. m. at the high school.
Tickets are four dollars per
person and make reservations
by noon today.
Monday, May 22
Pap Smear clinic will be
held at the Calloway County
Health Department at six p.
in. Call 753-3381 for an ap-
pointment.
Tuesday, May 23
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at two p. m. at the home
of Thyra Crawford.
Luncheon and fashion show
will be held at the Calloway
County Public Library at
noon.
Lyndia Cochan Dance
-Studio will present their
students in "New York" at the
Lovett. Auditorium, Murray
State University, at seven
p.m. No admission.
Women's Aglow Fellowship
will meet at Ken Bar Inn At
10:30 a.m.
• Murray TOPS Club Will
meet at seven p.m. at the
Health Center.
Quota Club is scheduled to
meet at the Triangle Inn at
twelve noon.
Wednesday, May 24
Hazel .,Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at one p. m. A movie
will be shown.
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at noon at the Murray
Country Club with Sue Mc-
Coart as luncheon chairman.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Charles Hargorve of
Murray Route One has been a
patient at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paudcah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Henry Edwards of Almo has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
" PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Kerry Vasseur of MUrray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paduach,
EARLY' SYMPTOMS
If you feel tired all-over,
sore, stiff and aching, and
have pain in your joints, it
could be rheumatoid arthritis.
The Arthritis Foundation
urges people of all ages to see
their doctor right away if any
of these symptoms persist.
„CUSTOM 1111U fURMITURI Tuesd1118'̀ ".
sot icty
,op.„ inee44-i the-lharne of .Judy
-letriksai fialfat;',-"W;-4SerflROPt, ITORMOT011, '
aressWeir denser. 41 war -
Pialfler Sea4tle-1'nm! NMI
not meet due to primary
election
- --
Open house will be held by
Senior Citizens at the Ellis




A: You are correct that
older persons often are not
able to handle medicines
as well, as younger per-
sons. _
Such impairment may
be due to slower excretion
of some drugs, through the
kidneys into the urine, es-
pecially if fluid intake is
low. Older persons incline






Debby), 1902 Sherry Lane,
Murray, Baby Boy Hutson
(Mother Barbara), Rt. 5,
Paris, Tn.,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Rebecca W. Cun-
ningham and Baby Boy, 507
Shady Ls* Murray, Miss
Sharyn K. Hertel, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Ginny L.
Dalton, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Marilyn R. Dowdy, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Dorotha B.
Cochrum, 413 West Central
Mayfield, Miss
Shelley D. Frenette, Rt. 2, Box
319 Murray, William M.
Hobbs, Rt. 6 Box 275-H
Murray, Mrs. Charlotte. H.
Lamb, Rt. 3 Box 425 Murray,
Mrs. Mary -M. McColl, Bx. 44
Lynn Grove, Miss Melissa
Muffett, 80 Shady Oaks,
Murray, Mrs. Opal J.
Outland, 1809 College Farm
Murray, Lubie L. Page, Rt. 1
Sedalia, Billy R. Travis, Rt. 3,
Murray, Miss Ruth A. Tucker,
Ft/. 1, Farmington, Pat B.
Wallis, 500 S. 6th, Murray,
Mrs. Glenda D. West, Murray,
Mrs. Doris E. Williams, Rt. 2,
Hazel.
Many Victims
Five Million people, more
than the entire population of
Boston, Detroit, Houston, San
Francisco and Baltimore
'combined, are victims of
rheumatoid arthritis, ac-
cording to the Kentucky
Chapter of the Arthristis
Foundation. Rheumatoid
arthristis is the most crippling
form of the disease and can
strike at any age.
to cut down on their liq-
uids, and they should be
kept up to an adequate
level to assist the kidneys
in flushing out the chemi-
cals when taking medicine
regularly.
In addition, some drugs
are broken '-down or
changed by the liver. If the
liver of an older persoR is •
not working as well as in
former years, it may not
be able to handle the usual
dose of drugs.
These peublems are oc-
casionally compounded
when olderIliersotisliiiiie-to
take two or more medi-
cines at the same time
over an extended period
-tor some chronic illness.
Furthermore, the temp-
tation is always present,
even in the older person
who is taking something
prescribed by the physi-
cian, to add some other
over-the-counter prepara-
tion to handle some addi-
tional complaint that may
arise.
To avoid such improper
handling of drugs, espe-
cially in senior citizens, it
is wise to take medicine as
directed by a physician. He
should be told about any
other medicine that is al-
ready being-taiked-.
The pharmacist can
help. It is well to tell him
what medicines are being
used so that he can help to
avoid taking incompatible
medicines or an overdose.
Suggest to your parents
that they review with their
physician and pharmacist
the drugs that they are
using. Older persons often
fail to realize that they
cannot handle medicines
as readily as when 'they
were young. Smaller doses














With fries or baked potato
and topping, and Stockade
Toast, salad, drink.
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10 Year' Ago
Airman First Class Joe D. Geurin,
Jr., has been graduated from a United
States Air Force Technical Training
School at Keesler Air Force Base,
Biloxi, Miss.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary J.
Bazzell, age 77, and Mrs. William M.
Reed.
Miss Lusanne Lilly, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. G. T. Lilly, has been ap-
pointed to a summer traineeship in
surgical pathology at Mayo Graduate
School of Medicine associated with the
Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn.
Miss Gayle Rogers, daughter of Mr.
20 Ye 4Fs Ago
Dr. Robert R. Martin superintendent
of public instruCton for the state of
Kentucky, will be the speaker at the
commencement exercises on June 2 at
Murray State College. The bac-
calaureate speaker on June 1 will be the
Rev. Dr. Van Bogard Dunn.
Deaths reported include Dr. C. H.
Jones, Lynn Grove physician, age 74,
and Mrs. Leah Lax, Hazel, age 88.
Murray High School beat South
Christian High School in the opening
game of the Regional Baseball Tour-
311Years— Ago
Murray Hospital has been accepted
for membership_ late American
Hospital Association, according to
Cannon Graham, administrator. The
hospital has also been recognized by tbe
American Medical Association, he said.
Boy Scouts of Murray have made
plans to clear the plot of ground where
Nathan B. Stubblefield, inventor of
radio, is buried north of Murray, ac-
cording to Ralph Wear, scoutmaster.
Ola Mae Cathey Harrell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cathey, will
present her senior voice recital tonight
40 Years Ago
sdlled and unskilled workers for the
Gilbertsville dam project near here will--
be selected ...through examinations,
officials of the Tennessee Valley
Authority said. -
The Kentucky Department of High-
ways announced that the contract for
construction of the Stella-Brewers
road, 4.8 miles of grade draining and
low _ aulaco from Kidsey to the
Mayfield-Egg:kers Ferry Road, will be
let on June 10.
Deaths reported this week include J.
W. Scott, age 88, Tilghman Shipley, age
72, and Mrs. Parthenia Ann Hicks, age
61.
Named as principals of high schools
in Calloway County for 1938-39 include
Raymond Story for ALmo, Holman
Jones for Faxon, Vernon James for
Hazel, Huron Jeffrey for Lynn Grove,
and L. A. Rains for New Concord.
s 50 Years Ago
Kentucky Governor Flem D. Samp-
son will attend the commencement
azercises at Murray State College the
week of May 28.
Louise Swann is valedictorian and
Frances Whitnell is salutatorian of the
1928 graduating class at Murray High
School. Other high honor students are
Marguerite Holcomb, Eva Elkins, Paul
Pei-due, and Herbert Allbritten.
The Murray Consumers Coal and Ice
Company officially opened their new
swimming pool on South Fourth Street
on May 19.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Anna Eliza Adams, age 81, Walker
child, eighteen months old, Rose child,
age five, John Carr, age 70, and Mrs.
F.dna Grogan.
New officers of the Murray Woman's
Club installed at the home of Mrs. W. J.
Caplinger are Mrs. W. H. Mason, Mrs.
B. 0. Langston, Mrs. W. R. Bourne,
Mrs. J. D. Rowlett, Mrs. George Hart,
and Mrs. H. I. Sledd.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Spiceland and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Cleland White.
Seventy-one were killed here last
week, according to the checkup in the
Rat Toll Contest during Clean Up Week
in Murray.
Oury Lassiter, teacher at Graham






and Mrs. James Rogers, received the
highest step attainable in work fo the
Girls Auxiliary of the First Baptist
Church at coronation services at the
church on May 17. Mrs. Bill Clark
Thomas, missionary to Malaysia, was
guest speaker.
"A Night In Greece" will be the
theme of the fourth annual charity ball
for the benefit of the Murray-Calloway
County Mental Health Clinic to be held
June 8, accordint to Mrs. Rob Ray,
chairman of the decorations com-
mittee, and Mrs. Gene Geurin, Murray
High -art teacher, who designed the
decorations.
nament at Murray. Dan Pugh was the
Murray pitcher.
Mrs. Jack D. Jackson, Mrs. Grayson
McClure, Mrs. James Parker, Mrs.
Glenn Wooden, Mrs. Buford Hurt, Mrs.
Burman Parker, Mrs. Paul Davis, Mrs.
Way Ion Rayburn, Mrs. Sherwood Potts,
and Mrs. John Sammons are new of-
ficers of the Murray Women of
Woodcraft.
Bob Watkins of the Kentucky Lake
Sailing Club directed the Mariner Girl
Scouts Troop 12 in a day of sailing on
May 17.
at the Recital Hall, Fine Arta Building,
Murray State College. --- 
The Murray Roller Rink, located in
the Outland tobacco factory, will open
tonight, according to E. W. Outland and
Ray Brownfield, owners.
Three members of the Brewers High
School Kentucky basketball cham-
pionship team - Jim Owens, Coy
Creason, and Van Mathis - have been
selected by Western Kentucky Coach
Ed Diddle to perform in the Kentucky
All-Star game with the Indiana All-
Stars at Indianapolis, Ind., on June 18.
Kirkaey principal will be announced
Ruth Sexton, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Sexton, will receive her
Master's degree from Columbia
University, New York, this weekend.
Marriages announced this week
include Eva Hopkins to Dee Lamb.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Amonpwen_ on
May 15.
Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch, Mrs. Bun
Swann, Miss Ann Herron, and Miss
Modell Miller have been elected as
officers of the Lynn Grove High School
Parent-Teacher Association.
New officers of the J. N. 'Williams
Chapter of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy and Mrs. W. P. Roberts,
Mrs. George Hart, Mrs. B. W. Overbey,
Mrs. Luther Robertson, Mrs. A. B.
Lassiter, and Mrs. M. D. Holton.
with his parents at New Concord.
Heavy bath towels, 20 x 42, are ad-
vertised at 22 cents each by Ryan and
Sons Company this week.
Bible Thought
And she shall bring forth a Son, and
and thou shalt call his name Jesus:•for he shall%ave his people from
their sins. Matthew 1:21
Because He was ̀ God s only Son
i''.us was the only, one who could
(P anyone from their fin. God's
plan of redemption required a perfect
sacrifice
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboara, 202424--
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. ('. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when. the General








Rep. Kenneth C. Imes




Washington Today By WALTER R. MEARSAP Special Correspondent
Carter's Campaign Assistance
proximity to me is a voluntary matter,"
he said.
Carter also said that if he did hear
from anyone who didn't want him
around, "I would certainly not require
them to attend the political rallies and
the events in which I participate."
But he said that hardly a day passes
without a request for campaign help
from the White House.
Today
In History -
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, May 20, the 140th
day of 1978. There are 225 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1862, President
Abraham Lincoln signed the
Homestead Act, opening millions of
acres of land to settlement in the
American West.
On this date:
In 1507, Christopher Columbus died in
Spain.
In I.861, North Carolina
secede from the Union.
In 1902, the United States ended oc-
cupation of Cuba.
In 1977, Charles Lindbergh began his
solo-flight-acmes the Atlantic to Paris.
In 1943, during World War II, the
United States and Britain ratified a
treaty abolishing extra-territorial
rights in China.
In 1974, U.S. District Judge John
Sirica rejected White House arguments
and ordered President Richard Nixon
to turn over Watergate tapes and other
records subpoenaed. by the special
prosecutor.
Ten years ago: The U.S. Supreme
Court reaffirmed the right to a jury
trial for anyone charged with &serious
crime.
Five years ago: A jury in Camden,
N.J., handed down a verdict of innocent
in the ease of 17 anti-war activists
accused of breaking into a federal
building in 1971 and destroying draft
files.
One far itio:N166-IreeaViinsterel- -
Mondale met with South African Prime
Minister John Vorster in Vienna and
warned that the United States woulti be
forced to take diplomatic action against
South Africa if the nation's racial
policies were not changed.
Today's birthdays: Actor James
Stewart is 70 years old. Hockey star
Stan Nikita is 38.
Thought for today: It is better that
ten guilty persons escape than one
innocent suffer - Sir William
Blackstone, English jurist, 1723-1780.
Echoes From The Past By Judy Haupin
A' Column of historical and genetilogical
- anecdotes, stories and family notes.)
Early Courts
- • !
an4 a-the- Brat formalised kr--
stitutions to be brought into play by
early settlers was the court system.
Even in the days of pioneers who lived
many miles from each other, boundary
disputes and other disagreements soon
brought about a need for some form of
arbitration.
The earliest courts were held in
provate homes, before court houses
could be guilt. Thes court session were
the center of activity for most corn-
munites, being also a form of
socilaization. In many cases, a trip to
court, even after towns had been for-
med and courthouse built, meant an
  overnight trip, which was ususally a
break in the monotony of pioneer life.
The court set rates for travens and
ferrys, levied the collected property
taxes, settled wills and estate
Casey 's Search lxiilding, approved slave sales, as welldisagreements, supervised road
as handling personal lawsuits and
property disputes. Apparently many
types of lawsuit which is with us today
was in evidence back in the 1800's In
"The decision on whether to open Stewart County one can find a suit for
records in such a case is up to the judge slander as early as 1805. The def en-
who handled the adoption," she ex- dants were found guilty and fined $25,
plained. "And the judge will demand with the party being required to pay
that you produce sufficient cause. half the court cost.
Curiosity isn't enough." Iris McClain tell a story, in her
Complicating her problem was an History of Stewart County, of a trip to
agreement last year by Jefferson court taken by one man, who left his
County circuit court judges to keep the family behind:
records sealed, thus guaranteeing the ...His wife Mary, was left behind to
anonymity. mind the farm. As it was quite a
"I was almost at wits end until the distance to Dover, the trip usually
Lord put me in touch with a woman meant they would remain in the county
willing to help." seat overnight. In the evening after the
She was referring to Valerie Bar- men had left, a large black bear was
croft, the pseudonym of a Louisville seen prowling around the place and
genealogist whose knowledge and finally got in among the pigs. The dogs
experience have aided others caught in were turned loose on it and the bear
the same situation, took refuge in a large tree near the
Mrs. Barcroft breaks no _laws or house. By this time it was quite dark
bends any regulations. With her, Wei a and Mrs. Scarborough could not see the
matter of tedious detective work and bear so she made a large fire under the
checking sources. tree and sat up all night long to keep it
ablaze, in order to the animarin the
tree.-When morning came, she got her
husband's rifle and killed the bear
The old court records make in-
teresting reading. It was deemed the
responsibility of every able-bodie man
in the county to build and keep in repair
the county roads. I found an old book
from Galloway County which listed the
roads being laid out by the court and
aLso recored which men had put in their
time, and how much time. It also
showed who had been excused from
mad dilfY.....Witb fbe..exenesziyen, such
-rdalt- Wen, 11141-41044•P* 4100 410- muirtReriler ognizestfiti-dhte as esse3r's "imuld"°°‘" lad-Diver lev.r"?' d.ROI It able .recaliect. '.!anct, *hat a—tirtivtianirithipte,ster-forward_an,d.te-__sh an be. seenthat the roads
WASHINGTON AP) - Despite his
slumping average in the polls, Jimmy
Carter is not going to warm the political
bench during the campaign season. Not
unless he wants it that way.
There are and will be more requests
for Carter's campaign assistance than
the White House can fill. The
president's political scorekeepers are
checking some averages of their own,
so as 'to be most responsive to
congressional candidates who have
been most helpful to the ad-
ministration.
That kind of loyalty check may irk
sornepeople on Capitol Hill, but it is the
way the game is played. It is not
customary to advertise this, or to
commit it to charts and memos which
can, as one did in this case, wind up in
print.
But the fact is that presidents always
have done, and probably always will do,
more at campaign time for those candi-
dates who do the most for them between
elections.
That leaves the broader question of
Carter's value as a campaign ally in
1978. That almost answers itself. There
is nothing like the aura of the White
House to draw a crowd, help raise
campaign money and stir up the
precinct workers to do the political
footwork.
/Short of war, Watergate or economic
catastrophe, campaigning politicians
almost always are in the market for an
assist from the president.
And for all his troubles in the public
opinion polls, President Carter is not
likely to be an exception to that rule.
Whatever the voters may think of the
job he is doing, they agree over-
whelmingly that he is honest and hard
working. He is and will remain a
drawing card, and in a congressional
campaign, that helps.
Sometimes it takes a bit of footwork
to be helpful. The other night in
Spokane, Wash., Carter praised Rep.
Thomas S. Foley, then adroitly
reminded his constituents that the
chairman of the House Agriculture
Committee didn't always agree with
the administration on farm policy.
That's putting it mildly.
The national political leader who
really wants to help will be for or
against the candidate, whichever does
the most good.
There probably wilt be a few
Democrats who find it advantageous to
issue dramatic declarations of in-
dependence, and to announce that they
don't want Carter in their territory this
fall.
Carter said in Portland, Ore., that no
members of Congress had been around
to tell him he was a liability and should
stay away from their districts.
He said he didn't think he was a
political handicap for Democrats. "If
any of them think so, then their
Bs George Hack, Kentucky Closeup
LOULSVILLE, Ky. (AP) - When he
was born, they immediately dropped
his name into a file and sealed it.
He was adopted, given another
identity and birth certificate, and spent
the next 21 years with his new parents.
"No one could have a better home,"
Casey said. "But I want to find out who
I once was, and what has happened to
my biological parents."
His search has been motivated by
curiosity and a strong desire to chase
away the ghosts in his background and
substitute real people.
"In no way do I want to change my
relationship with my present family,"
Casey said. "I love them and they love
me.
." You must admit, however, that it's
a  real and natural human instinct to
wonder about your background A man
and a woman gave me up. What were
the reasons, good or bad, that prompted
them to do so? I feel I have a right to
know."
There is no bitterness in his voice.
Nor has there been any reluctance on
the part of the family to help him
resolve the conflict.
"We began seeking the truth nearly
three years ago," said his adoptive
moth.
She had one clue.
She protects all sides involved in the
"I never let anyone barge in through
a front door and identify themselves as
a long lost son or daughter," she said.
-That would be unfair and could cause
a great many emotional problems."
Mrs. Barcroft located Casey's
natural mother in *Is than a month.
There is no ending to the story - yet.At the time of Casey's adoption, the 'will depend ifpon the. woman's
agency had given her a letter con- response to a letter which says simply:
taitilng_aketc.4 details .about his birth- -- lest Sew yotrNev. -10.-1956.- Please get
rents. . - —.w----------
t




anything also on ground that "the in- .could be his reaction? 
Court records are also a good sourceThe agency refused, however, to saY sey's existence. What
that way for all concerned.''
formation you want is classified. Its, illrvf is:iee thigenc4eisecthiL.? letter, , can Casey
. 
of genealogical information. When a
will was probated, the l
living children were listed, along with
friend 
who n into a 
wall 
f siShe enlistedenhstreadthesuppwoart oofarrizmyer- Will he start out again - this time the married names of the women,




as to where a woman fit into the family
tree. Women certainly did not have
equal rights in those days. When a man
died, his whole estate was sold and
divided as he specified in his will, or if
there were no will, then it was divided
among his children and his wife. The'
only way she could go on living in the
family home and even keep her own bed
and kitchen utensils was if her husband
specified this in his will. An interesting
'exception to this practice is shown in
the following pre-nuptial agreement
between Nathan Skinner and Elizabeth
Bruton 1846:
"The undersigned Nathan Skinner
and Elizabeth Bruton, both of the
county of Stewart and State of Ten-
nessee are about to enter into a state of
matrimony the rites of which are
shortly to be solemnized in accordance
with the laws and usages now in force in
this state.
In consideration of which the said
Nathan Skinner on his part agrees as
follows that the said Elizabeth Bruton
shall have and receive and hold as her
absolute sole and individual property
which shall become hers after the death
of the said Nathan Skinner in case that
the Elizabeth shall survive him...
Evidently Elizabeth Bruton didn't
realize (or possible she did) that she
was a pioneer in her own way for
women's rights-almost 150 years ago
+ + + + -4-
I have had several inquires asking
that I print the history of Lynn Grove
and Lynnville, and so far I have found
very little. Another reader is also in-
terested in the genealogy of Lilburn
Linn, who evidently was tbe founder of
Lynn Grove, although the only in-
formation I found stated tht Lynn
Grove was first called Leonville, for
Blythe, wh ran a store there, he then
sold the store to Cilium Lynn who
renamed the town Lynn Grove.. If
anyone can help me with this, I and
other interested readers will appreciate
it.
,
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traveling. The 31 chapters
contain in-depth information
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have up-graded their living
standards and supplemented
their incomes by utilizing
their vehicles inconjunction
with their skills and hobbies.
This comprehensive work
explains how both me and
women, of all ages, can
capitalize on the numerous
money-making opportunities
that exist in our National and




activities that can be in-
troduced in private cam-
pgrounds and neighboring
communities.
Typical subjects covered in
this book are: RV servicing,
communications, social
direction, company fran-
chising, health aids, com-
mercial and sport fishing, arts
and crafts, and job opening in
various recreational fields.
Veteran travelers, as well
as published authors, this
research team conducted
exhaustive surveys and in-
terviewed hundreds of RV
owners throughout North
America. Consequently, this
authoritative book discloses a
new life-style for everyone
who likes to travel extensively
without jeopardizing his
budget.
Essentially a manual of
economic survival, this
unusual reference was
designed to motiv,ate RVers to
achieve financial in-
dependence and to use their
recreational vehicles
profitably. The basic theme,
how to prevent "the great
escape" from becoming a
"great disaster," is inherent
throughout the book.
641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business
P




our Sporting Goods. Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses
Sikh Ikat Oeklw East
Carl E. Kays (left), assistant commissioner of the Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, was unanimously elected commissioner of that department today by the
state fish and wildlife commission, according to Dr. James C. Salato, chairman. Kays will
succeed Arnold L Mithcell (right), who retires as commissioner July 31. A native of
Eldon, Mo. who now resides in Frankfort, the 48-year-old Kays has served aS assistant
commissioner since April 1975. Prior to that appointment he was a wildlife biologist
with the department for 18 years. Kays was graduated from Central Missouri State
University with a B. S:degree in biology. His graduate work was done at Louisiana State
University where he received an M,5. degree in_g.strie management. He was an active
member of the US. Coast Guard from July 1951 through May 1934 and is now a com-
mander in the Coast Guard Reserve.
Photo By Butch Greer
Arnold Mitchell To Retire July 31
A....„distinguished career in
public service will come to an
end -on July 31 when Arnold L.
Mitchell, commissioner for
the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources, retires.
Mitchell. 55, was named the-
department's top ad-
ministrator by the Fish and
Wildlife Resources Com-
mission on August 16, 1971,
when Minor Clark retired. He
began his career in wildlife ott
August 12, 1949, when he was
hired as a farm game
hiologid Four years later,
Mitchell was named regional
supervisor in the Eighth
Wildlife District and kept tabs
on the department's law en-
forcement officers in the 14-
county area of north-eastern
Kentucky.
In 1955 Mitchell rejoined the
Division , of Game
Management as manager of
the Ballard Co. Wildlife
Management Area WMA )
and was named director of
that division less than two
years later, a post he held
until his appointment as
commissioner.
During his tenure as
commissioner, the Depart-
ment of Fish and Wildlife
Resources accelerated its
land acquisition program,
purchasing two major WMAs
in Breckinridge and. Nicholas
counties, along with several
smaller parcels of wildlife
habitat. "Land acquisition is
something that should have
been going on years ago and
we need to do it now while
there is still good land
available at an affordable
price," says Mitchell.
"Acouiring land to be devoted
to wildlife is a sure guarantee
there'll be some habitat lett in
the future," he adds.
In the past seven years the
department's conservation
officers iCOs have realized
what Mitchell terms "real
strides" in support of en-
forcing Kentucky's game anon
fish laws and regulations.
"The. officers are much better.
equipped and trained and
radio communications • has
improved vastly," says
Mitchell. The COs are- now
better paid as well, realizing
an increase of ' seven pay
grades under Mitchell.
Our deer herd in the state
has grown by leaps and
bounds," claims Mitchell.
pointing to the estimated herd
of 120,000 deer now roaming
the state, allowing some doe





prospered with the number of
migratory birds staying the
winter in the Commonwealth
increasing as management
work for them intensified
under Mitchell. Just this year,
Mitchell approved 'a new
emphasis on restoring wild
turkey to its native renges in
the state and beyond with the
establishment of a research,
restoration and survey project
for these big game birds.
Mitchell also points with
pride to advances made in
fisheries management over
the past seven years. "When
we left- our centralized
fisheries management set-up
for . a district system, it
enabled us to bring fishery
expertise to more people and
provided a means for better
management," says Mitchell.
The number of fisheries
districts expanded to seven











assigned a full-time biologist,
including one of black bass
fishing in the Commonwealth
and another on the Ohio River,
have been initiated 'under
Mitchell's guidance. •
As .'commissioner, Mitchell,
in 1976, approved the creation
of a unique Environmental
Sectioe„ combining the ex-
pertise of fisbefy and wildlife
biologists to review and
comment on environmental
impact statements, in-
vestigate fish kills and
monitor activities around the
state for their effects on fish
and wildlife.
In 1977, thanks in part to an
increase in federal aid, Mit-
chell approved an expansion
of the Division of Conservation
Education to include a Hunter
Training Section of four full
time instructors. This ex-
pansion has markedly im-
proved the quality and
number of hunter education
sessions offered free of charge
to inform the state's
sportsmen of safe, ethical
conduct in the field.
In the area of captial con-
struction,Mitchell's second
year in office saw the opening
of the department-owned
Minor E. Clark Fish Hat-
chery, on Cave Run Lake near
Morehead. The $2 million
facility is the only one of its
kind in the state and annually
hatches and or rears millions
of black bass, mucky, walleye,
rockfish and other species for
stocking in Kentucky waters:
Perhaps the most enduring
monument to Mitchell's years
as commissioner will be the
department's recently ap-
proved central office building.
The building, scheduled for
completion in 1979, will be
located at the Game Farm,
outside Frankfort, and
combine the various arms of
the department under one
roof. The facility culminates
years of study and fulfills a
long-standing dream for
Mitchell.
After retiring, Mitchell says
he plans to catch up on all the
hunting and fishing he hasn't
had time to do during the last
seven years because of the
dernatittS of the Job. In many
respects. Mitchell will thereby
reap the harvest of the many
seed sown by him as a wildlife
biologist and administrator,
law enforcement official and
commissioner since his career
began in 1949.
Sportsman Asked To Close Rinks
Behind Steel Shot Decision
In the wake of a federal
appeals court ruling upholding
the Interior Department's
decision to phase out lead shot
in favor of steel shot in
waterfowl hunting, the
National Wildlife Federation
has appealed to sportmen to
"stop fighting each other and
work together for more and
better wildlife habitat."
"The time for divisive
quarreling and name-calling
has passed," said Thomas L.
Kimball, Executive Vice
President of the NWF,
commenting on the January 27
judgment of the U. S. Court of
Appeal sfor the District of
Columbia. •'Two federal
courts have now affirmed
regulations that will save
millions of ducks a year from
needless deaths by lead
poisoning. Now there's more
constructive work to be done
— like saving what's left of our
wetlands."
Kimball lamented the fact
that some opponents of steel
shot tried, to pin an "anti-
hunting" lable on advocates of
the new rules. "If we had not
solved the lead shot poisoning
problem, which was getting
worse year by year, then
waterfowl hunting really
would have been threatened,"
he said. "We would have
literally handed the ariti-
hunters ammunition with
which to attack us as bad
environmentalists and bad
conservationists. Now we
have a set of regulations.
backed by two court rulings.
that are good for the en-
vironment and therefore, in
the long run, good for the sport
of hunting."
What Po Oink Est?
Different animals have
different feeding needs.
Raccoons have a special liking
_fro turtle eggs. Opossums and
gray foxes fill themselves with
sweet orange persimmons
whenever possible.
Birds, too have their likes
and dislikes. Suet is often the
key to attracting woodpeckers
to your house - most disdain
bird seed. Goldfinches are
fond of niger thistle seed.
Cardinals prefer sunflower
seed, but will eat some other
kinds of food.
At your school, student can
learn about the feeding
preferences of birds by
building a special tray-type,
partitioned bird-feeder and
observing the visitors to it
over a period of time and
recording the most popular
foods.
To begin, build a wooden
tray that can be mounted on a
pole. Partition \ithe tray .into
equal sections. Obtain a
variety of bird foods -,cracked
corn, sunflower seed, peanuts,
bread crumbs, etc. Put one
type of seed into each com-
partment, using equal
amounts.
During a two-week period,
at the same time of the day,
assign several students to
Observe the feeder for 20 to 30
minutes. A good time is in the
early morning. Have students
record the number and types
of birds coming to the feeder.
They may not be able to name
species, but they can write
down a, brief description,
including such. information as
overall size (is it bigger or
smaller than a robin) and the
bird's marking (any wing
bars, patches of cokitc-itte.I.
they don't know the bird's
name, they can give it a
temporary descriptive name.
Many birds will fly to the
station, fly away, and then
return several times. Have
students record the number of
times a particular type of bird
visits the feeder and what
types of food it eats each time.
After two weeks of ob-
servation, have the, students
present a report that will
include the following in-
formation: How many dif-
ferent kinds of birds came to
the feeder during the week?
Which birds eat more than one
type of, ser4. 11____ane tray .
became empty, did birds
switch off to another? Did
more than one type of bird
feed at the same time? Did
11-1.00me birds seem to scare o
other birds? Answers to these
and similar questions will
make an interesting report to
the class.
As a variation on this ex-
periment, you could fill each
compartment with an equal
number of seeds. which have
been counted. At the end of the
-day, have a stUdent count the
seeds again to determin which
ones were the most popular.
You could !repeat this
procedures several times to
'confirm results.
IN Goose ilatiested In Michigan
A giant Canada goose from
the resident flock at TVA's
Land Between The Lakes was
harvested November 20, 1977,
at Oak Grove, Livingston
County, Michigan.
The goose hatched form a
nest on a floating platform in
Land Between the Lakes'
Honker Lake and was one of
eight goslings unlawfully
caught and transported from
the area in April of 1976. Air
investigation resulted in the
return of the goslings, which
were banded June 4, 1976, and
released at Honker Lake.
TVA wildlife officials said
that the harvesting of the
supposed non-migratory LBL
resident in Michigan is an
unusual and interesting in-
cident.
Ability To Must- ro Thhkig Seems
If your're one who seems to
enjoy only fair success in your
angling efforts, you might be
interested in knowing the
formula for success as stated
by Bill Dance, top pro bass
angler.
Often called "the Arnold
Palmer of Bass Fishing" and
the biggest success story in
bass fishing history, Dance
who has been the winner of
numerous national fishing
tournaments, author of ar-
ticles and books on fishing,
lecturer and teacher of an
accredited course on fishing at
the University of Tennessee
and current "Angler of the
Year," started from a
beginning that would have,
similarity to a TV com-
mercial.
Bill Dance started to learn
how to fish when, as a small
boy, he spent summers with
his grandfather, an avid
'abgler, in central Tennessee.
That was wading for bass in
nearby creeks.
Back home in Memphis he
pedaled his bike to fish in city
parks or rode buses to nearby
lakes until old enough to own
and drive a car. Eventually,
he gained a reputation around
home as a pretty good
fisherman.
And then-Bill Dance got his
big break when a local
businessman offered to
sponsor him, by putting up the
eintry fee, in an Arkansas
bass fishing tourney. He came
in a runner-up, his catch
totaling just a pound and four
ounces less than the winner's.
He tried his luck in two more
big tournaments, winning
second place each time;
missing first place by one
ounce in our tournament and
4..........mmo4=1••••••••••4Ww.• 4=4 •••=4    ------.
by three ounces in the other.
But he was hooked! Within the




"I just love fishing," states
Dance who also stars in his
nationally syndicated TV
show, "Bill Dance Outdoors."
'Desire, confidence in your
tackle and ability, experience
and being able to adjust to
varying conditions is what it's
all about."
"There are plenty of good
fishermen around the coun-
try," Dance notes. "I had the
opportunity and the ad-
vantage of learning to fish in
all kinds of water around
home-deep and shallow, clear
and muddy, cold and hot."
That's it. On the tournament
circuit you have to be ver-
satile, be able to adjust to
seasons and conditions and
use a variety of lures ef-
fectively. In fact confidence in
yourself is the best bait you
can have."
As a fisherman you'll be
relieved to know that there are
times when even Bill Dance
gets Skunked.
"The only thing that's
certain about bass fishing is
that nothing's certain about
bass fishing," Dance declares
"I also learned that from
Grandpa."
Bill Dance enjoys teaching kids to fish as his grandfather
taught him.
.Cain's, AMC, Jeep Shipwash
-Coldwater Rd.
/53-6448
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Often referred to as the King
of Freshwater Game Fish the
Muskellunge Muskie,
Musky) has its following
among America's anglers in
spite of the fact that one
believable estimate puts the
average casting hours per
muskie landed at around 250.
Even though therf are poor
odds and longs spells between
landing these freshwater
tigers, there are many anglers
who spend all of their fishing
time in pursuit of this
monarch of the Pike family.
While the primary range for
the muskie is the St. Lawrence
River through the Great
Lakes area and Canada, the
traditional hot spots for
success in landing one are in
Northern Wisconsin, Min-
nesota and Michigan. In fact,
there is a continual battle
  betwxen - the - tourist1.4
.„ promotional people of Min-
nesota and Wisconsin as they
11,
compete for both the title of
"Muskie Captial of the World"_,
and the dollars of anglers who
come from all over the
country in hopes of catching a
. wall-hanging trophy.
Fishery biologists have been/,..
successful in creating hybrid
4 muskies and plantings of these
• ." fish have been made in many
other states in an attempt to.
give more anglers the op-
portunity to fish for them.
Pennsylvania and Ohio now
offer some good. muskie
fishing and a number of states
in the mid-South have
reported that their muskie
' plantings are doing well.
Muskies feed on many kinds
of fair-sized fish including
their own species, muskrats,
mice, ducklings and odd
squirrels- unfortunate enough
to fall into the water from
overhanging tree limbs and be
swallowed up before swim-
ming back safely to shore.
Old stand-by lures have
been the larger plugs, spinner
type plugs and big buck
tailspinners in brown or black.
However, the use of the so-
called bass fishing crank baits
is coming on strong.
Desperation tactics may
find anglers using large
sucker fish hooked through the
lips and weighted to bring it
down and just over bottom
cover as they drift fish over
the deepest holes in the lake.
As in all fishing endeavors,
having the proper equipment
will go a long way to insure
success and fishing experts
Offer these suggestions;
1. A stiff bait casting rod is a
must. Muskies have hard
honey mouths full of razor
sharp teeth and a.stiff rod is
necessary to set the lure hooks
which should also be honed
rack-Sharp before and during
each use.
• 2. A well made bait casting
reel with a 5 to 1 gear ratio
containing 17-25 pound test
line (several experts prefer 25
pound test, non-stretch
Dacron) to which a wire
leader is attached.
3. Assuming the-fisherman
has checked out the lake or
river as known muskie habitat
and he or she has also checked
:out the underwater structure
with either a depth finder, or
lacking that, an up-to-date
map giving such information
which is often provided by
resorts or fishing tackle
stores, his next consideration
is where and how to fish.
While the statement may be
disputed by some long-time
muskie fishermen, muskie
experts maintain that most
people in search of a muskie
fish their lures too slow and in
water far too shallow to ever
catch may of these fish. While
it is possible to have a muskie
hit an almost motionless
surface lure on occasion and
be found in very shallow
water, it is the rare exception.
For every muskie cruising
over the top of a weed bed,
reef or bar, it's a sure bet
many and larger ones are
lying along the deeper edges
of these same hot-spots.
Therefore, increase your
chances for success by con-
centrating most of your efforts
on known muskie-holding
areas such as the deeper
edges of weed beds, reefs or
bars, stump fields and flats.
Some shallow areas are
worthy of checking. In lakes
with dingy water particularly
if the lake lacks depth due to
lack of rainfall or drawdown
for one reason or another,
muskie will move shallow.
Movement to shallow water
even_ en deeper clear -lakes
often occurs after several
cloudy dark days preceeding a
weather change. Other good
tines to check the shallows
_ are early_in_the season before
the warm weather comes and
again when the cooler weather
of fall begins.
• In the warm summer
months, probe the deeper
water. Start at the deep edge
of a weed bed and work into
deeper water from there. Try
bounding a one ounce or
larger jig off the edge of a
drop-off or bar down 20 feet of
water or more. Rip and flutter
a large heavy spinner over the
top of a deep underwater
island. You may bet the
surprise of your life.
The use of "crank
baits" which has been a
popular bass fishing lure the
past few years offers the
muskie fishing fraternity a
new technique. Fish these
deep diving lures with the rod
tip low to the water and crank
- hard. This allows _the lure to
run at the maximum depth
The use of a large, strong net is a must for landing a fighting muskie.
•
Here's one sure way to enjoy
more fishing funthis year. Get
started early.
A sweater or light jacket is
all you need on cooler spring
day. Rapidly changing
weather is typical of spring, so
boatmen should pay special
attention to weather forecasts.
Getting an early start is the
perfect answer- for the over-
anxious angler. This
description fits just about
everyone who owns a fishing
rod. Fishing action in March,
April and May is often the
best time of the year.. As the
waters warm up, fish become
more active, move toward the
surface and begin the search
for friod. What more could an
angler want?
For the fisherman who
enjoys the solitude of a quiet
lake, spring carries a special
bonus. While most people are
talking about fishing, you'll be
Betting an early start on the fishing season pays off with uncrowded conditions and angling
success.
Hi-Way 641 S.
hauling iii your limit.
Early fishing enthusiasts
will enjoy the 'privileges of
uncrowded conditions. Most
marinas and fishing resorts
begin operation March 1st so
you'll have a wide range of
excellent facilities available
to you.
What's true on the water
goes double for the land.
Fishing-camping buffs won't
have to worry about advance
reservations, crowded camp-
grounds and just too many
people to really enjoy the
feeling of "roughing it."
The early spring season
offers camera owners a real
treat. Wildlife activity is at its
peak. Flowers are blooming
and trees taking on summer
foliage. They are ideal sub-
jects for those memorable
photographs.
There are practical ad-
vantages to planning early
season fishing. You'll be first-
in-line for any maintenance
and tune-up work at your
dealer's service shop. Those
lines can get pretty long just
and puts one in psoition for ia
good hook set. Often a muskie
hits the lure so hard that it
hooks itself — others may give
no more indication than a
feeling of "weightlessness" on
the lure, or the lure lacks
action for a moment or tio. In
either case — set the hook
hard!
Muskies are known to follow
lures some distance without
striking. Many a muskie
fisherman has gasped in
anticipation at the sight of one
coming at hirn as it follows his
retreive only to see it disap-
peer under the bottom of his
boat. The proper method when
using a deep running lure hnd
to prevent such an occurance
is to create a desire on the part
All Coleman lanterns
provide a full circle of brilliant
light which is really ap-
preciated at the campsite or at
home when the lights go out.
However, there are occasions
when directional lighting is
more in order.
With a flood light reflector
frot., Coleman, this poses no
problem. You can readily
convert this full circle of light
into a directional light.
The reflector quickly att-
ches to any Coleman Model
220, 228 or 275 lantern. It is
made of polished aluminum
Ken Clayton, spokesman
from the Paris, Tennessee
area, advised TWRA that the
annual Bowfishing Tour-
nament held in the Paris
'before Memorial eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeDay.
of the fish to strike. Not only
should you be reeling hard but
just as the lure nears the boat
give a very fast lift Of the rod
tip which will give the lure a
sudden upward surge. This
will create more muskie
strikes than a straight
retrieve for undoubtedly the
fish feels his quarry is sur-
facing in an attempt to get
away.
Successful muskie fishing
provides a top angling sport
and spring-time is a good time
to start. If you're looking for a
change of pace in your.fishing
activities, you might just want
to cast an eye and a lure at Mr.
Muskie. But — watch out, he
may also get into your blood.
and has a molded plastic
handle for a sure, comfortable
•grip.
The next time you want to
find your way in the dark,
attach this reflector to your
lantern to light your path. At
your destination, simply
detach the reflector to bathe
your campsite in maximum
light.
For more information on the
lantern reflector and other
Coleman accessories, contact
The Coleman Company, Inc.,
250 N. St. Francis, Wichita,
Kansas 67201.
Landing area of Ky. Lake on
May 6 and 7 was a success.
Some 39 archers participated
in the tournament on Saturday
and 10 participated on Sunday.
A total of 1,340 pounds of rough
fish were harvested.
Ted Fiske, Route 3, Benton,
Ky. led all participants with a
total one-day harvest of 173
pounds of rough fish. That one-
day string resulted in his
winning the $100 first prize for
the heaviest string of fish. He
also won $20 for the heaviest
fish, an 11 pound carp. Said
carp also won him a country
ham in the largest carp
category. Defending cham-
pion Bob Cathey took the $50
second prize with 168 pounds
and Jerry Muzzal took the $25
third prize with 118,1 pounds.
Outdoor Writer and fishing expert. Homer Circle. shows the correct "lip-hold." practiced byconscientious anglers in handling fish.
A new booklet of interest to
fishermen everywhere has
recently arrived on the scene
according to the Ecinrude
Fishing New. "How To Catch
America's Terrific Thirteen
Sport Fish" -by the in-
ternationally known" fisher-
man, Homer Circle, is con-
tained in a 33 page booklet
which will be of interest to
both the experienced angler as
well as the neophyte just
taking up the sport.
Ask someone to name the
most dangerous thing in the
outdoors and the answer will
probably be a snake or
stinging insect. If so, ask
again and when your friend
gives up, tell hirri it's the sunt
Not many people will
believe you, but the fact is that
more people are seriously
sunburned in an hour on a
sunny day than are bitten by
snakes in a year. And a sun-
burn can cause much damage,
causing pain, blisters, peeling
skin, and the increased
probability of infection.
Everyone enjoys the sun,
especially fishermen and
boaters who long for winter to
end and spring to arrive. But a
word of caution is appropriate
for those who will be spending
a lot of time outdoors in the
next few weeks: "Limit the
time you expose skin to 'the
The gourmet, the naturalist,
the barbecue enthusiast, the
outdoorsman, and the
economist will all enjoy
reading this step by step
method to delectable dining.
Sleight and Hull have suc-
ceeded in presenting a
detailed explanation of smoke-
cooking that even the most
basic beginner can un-
derstand.
The book is cOmplete. It
gives excellent, illustrated
instructions on how to build a
smoke oven out Of, everything
from cement blocks to
wheelbarrows to cardboard
boxes. Even the apartment
dweller can learn how to have
a smoke oven in tight quar-
ters.
toper* •
Qualified Bear Archery Service
•
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Homer Cicle is the angling
editor of Sports Afield and is
known to millions of readers
as "Uncle Homer" because he
writes as he talks; earthy,
honestly and humorously. The
walls of his office attest to his
successful career, covered by
many awards for journalism,
fishing, serving the tackle
industry including being a
member of the Arkansas
Game & Fish Commission. His
expertise comes out in his
sun, and gradually build up a
tan."
Being on the water doubles
the risk of serious sunburn, as
many of the ultraviolet rays
striking the water are
reflected. Clouds offer little
protection from rays which
easily penetrate them and
continue to reach the unwary
boater. The most dangerous
time of the day is between 10
a.m. and 2 p.m. when the rays
are direct and the sun is
hottest.
.. The best protection against -
sunburn is clothing and
sunglasses. Wear a long-
sleeved shirt, trousers and a
cap. If you want a tan expose
your body for short periods at
a time; 10 minutes the first
day, increasing by five
minutes per day thereafter. If
you become seriously sun-
burned, see a doctor,
especially if you are feverish
or nauseous.
The authors also divulge
their flavor formulas. .Brining
and dry curing, jerky and
Pate De Foie Gras—it's all
here, from soup (Smoked Fish
Chowder) to nuts ,(peanuts,
cashews, Brazils, etc.)
Of special interest to our
Fishing Hall of Fame mem-
bers is the section on smoking
fish. Cleaning, curing, and
cooking—this book has
everything you need to give
your catches that spicy, sweet
flavor that only smoking can
achieve.
Published by Stackpole
Books, this is an excellent buy
at $8.95. Copies are available
from the Hall, plus $.50
postage.
See Us For
writing, but far more , im-
portant to him than humors is
the deep down gratification of
knowing he has brought
fishing know-how to his
readers to deepen their out-
door enjoyment.
Anglers everywhere will
find the author's comments
and fishing tips of interest.
For a free copy, just write the
Evinrude Fishing News, P.O.
Box 663, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin 53201.
Fo‘ over 30 years Smokey has been
asking you to be careful with fire
During that time you ye helped cut
the number ol careless fires in half
So frOrn Smokey Bear and all of
us who live in the forest thanks for
ltsterung_ And keep en ;he good,. work
HOME BOOK OF
SMOKE—COOKING
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If Western Leaves OVC...
Can Murray Be Far Behind?
By Gene McCUTCHEON
Managing F..ditor
Reports. that Murray State
University may break ties
„with the Ohio Valley Con-
ference if Western Kentucky
pulls out of the league have
been denied by Dr. Marshall
Gordon, vice-president of
university services at MSU
and Ron Greene, head
basketball coach.
The rumor first surfaced in
a telephone conversation
earlier this week between this
reporter and OVC Coni-
mis.sionei Bob Vanatta:
Vanatta said that he had
heard the rumor at a news
conference he had taped at a
Nashville television station
one morning during the past
week. When pressed on the
matter, Vanatta refused to
reveal the identity of his
A reliable source close to the
university said Friday on the
matter:
"If western pulls out we
probably will, too. The source
added that Murray State has
not made any overture'
about pulling out of the con-
ference and speculated that a
decision hinges on what action
Western Kentucky University
takes.
A committee has been
formed at Western that is
investigating the passibility of
withdrawinA from the OVC.
Reports circulating around
the state indicate that some
members of Western's board
of regents would like for WKU
to affiliate with the Metro
Conference of which
Louisville is a member.
"Admittedly, Western is the
class of the conference," Dr.
Gordon said. "We would hope
that they would remain in the
OVC and that Western,
Murray and the other con-
ference schools could begin to
return the OVC to the stature
it has had in the past."
Greene, who was in
meetings on the MSU campus
Friday afternoon with OVC
coaches, said yesterday that
he had not heard the rumor
and knew nothing about it
Represeniatives of the OVC
schools are scheduled to meet
at Eastern Kentucky
University in Richmond
Wednesday, May 24 and
Thursday; May 25, to discuss
what course of action the
league plans to take on the
withdrawal of East Tennessee
State University from the
conference.
The possibility that three
teams will be invited to join
the league making a total of
ten in the OVC has been
mentioned as well as. the
logical avenue of naming one
school to replace ETSU
keeping the OVC at eight
teams. ,
4.)r. Constantine Curris, who
was out of town and could not
be reached for comment on
the rumor about MSU with-
drawing from the OVC, said
earlier this week that another
possibility is that the OVC
representatives may elect to
remain at a . seven team
conference.
Schools that have been
mentioned as possible
replacements for East Ten-
nessee are Dayton, University
of Evansville, University of
Akron, University of Ten-
nessee at Martin and Ken-
tucky State University.
UCLA's Mike Tully Sets World Record
In Pole Vault, In Pacific-8 Meet
CORVALLIS, Ore. AP —
Mike Tully of UCLA-- set
world record in the pole vault
Friday. clearing 18 feet' 83/4
inches at the Pacific-8 Con-
ference track and field
championships. •
.The 21-year-old senior from
• Long Beach. Calif., started at
'17 feet and didn't miss at the
competition, breaking the
world mark on his first try.
The old -record of 1841.4 was
set by Dave Roberts in the
U.S. Olympic Trials in
Faigene, Ore., two years ago.
There was, some confusion
awiong meet officials at
Oregon State University's
yne Valley Field over the
record. .
"Tully, who set the world
indoor mark of 111-4 last
January, had clinched first
place in the event when he
cleared 18-0. He then asked





to try to set the record.
He barely cleared the bar on
the first try, but the wind blew
the bar off its stand. When it
was replaced and
rerneasured, it appeared he
had missed the record by one-
quarter inch.
International rules,
however, only require that a
world record mark be
measured before the attempt.
fiCAA rules require
measurement before and after
the attempt, so Tully's effort
won't break the collegiate
record of 18-7k4 set by Earl
Bell of Arkansas State in 1976.
The bar blew off its stand as
officials were trying to
measure the height after
Tully's successful record
attempt.
Tully said the brisk breeze
at his back helped him set the
world mark. "That was
good." he said. "The wind
helps you run faster and it
relaxes you."
"Conditions were perfect,"
Tully said, '' but the officials
could have been sharper."
He criticized the meet of-
ficials for taking so much time
to measure the bar after he
succeeded in clearing the final
'Preakness Showdown' Set Today
In State Boys High School Meet'
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Today's expected Preakness
duel between Alyadar and
Kentucky Derby winner
Affirmed was to be preceded
here by a showdown between a
couple of two-legged speed-
sters in the Kentucky Boys




Prxwitt of Lafayette and
Danville's Chris Jones in the
100-yard and 220 dashes at the
state high school cham-
pionships had the potential of
cracking records in both
events that have stood for 11
years.
Prewitt captured his 100
heat in Friday's preliminaries
in 9.7 seconds, just one-tenth













A great little seafood plaie.
12th & Olive — 753-9383
Murray, Ky.
height. He said it was ap-
parent Oregon State had not
hosted many big meets.
Tully tried unsuccessfully
twice more at the 18,I13/4 height
before the public address
announcer explained the in-
ternational rule on record
measurements.
After beginning at 17-0.
Tully cleared all four attempts
at successively higher
measurements. IU said 11.
feet is not out of the question
when he competes on a new -
• pole vault runway at the
NCAA championships in
Eugene in two weeks.
first set by Eminence's Jim
Green in 1967, and took his 220
heat in 21.7 seconds, five-
tenths of a second behind the
state mark also set by Green
that same year.
Meanwhile Jones, who is
headed to the University of
Kentucky on a football
scholarship, took his heats in
9.8 seconds in the 100 and 22
seconds flat in the 2201
But Friday belonged to
Keith Richardson. who bet-
tered the state record in the
triple jump by nearly a foot
and a half in captunng the
Class AA title.
The Lexington Bryan
Station junior soared 49 feet, 3
inches on his first jump and
that effort stood up under a
game challenge by Lexington
Lafayette's Bethel Ward, who
set the old mark of 47-9 ni in
last year's state meet.
Ward bettered 48 feet four
times in his six jumps Friday,
but could not get closer than
eight inches of Richard.son's
record jump.
Both Ward and Richardson
felt the record coming so early
played a psychological factor.
"I knew I was in trouble,"
Ward said. "I just couldn't get
my steps right and I couldn't
hit the board right. But I got
beat fair and square. He is a
good competitor."
"I think that did it,"
Richardson said of his early -
jump. Richardson, who had
never beaten Ward before,
-Was making his first ap-
pearance in the state meet.
Sharing the spotlight with
Richardson Friday was
Harrodsburg's Dennis Mays,
who succeS.sfully defended his
(lass A high jump title with a
leap of 64 and came in third in
the long jump at 20-8.
Rod Johnson of Cam-
pbellsville won the long jump
with a jump of 21-2%. Other
winners. Friday. were Dan
.rhaie Of 'Corbin' in* Class A
discus, .149-9; Tab Qubien-
berry of Daviess County in
Clan AA. pole vault, 13-3; and -
Jeff Fogle of Simon Keratin in
Ciass4AA shot put, 32-0: •
Defending Class AA
diiinplat Pavel h Tilghman,
which edged Lafayette by only
four points last year, took a
Large first day lead in the
team competition with 10
points In the field events.
Calloway's Felicia Pinner Qualifies
For 3 Events In State Girl Track Meet
Calloway County High
School's Felicia Pinner
qualified for the finals in three
individual events 'hi the
Kentucky Class AA girls track
meet Friday with two first
place finishes and one second
!gam
Also qualifying for the finals
from Calloway was the girls
mile relay team composed of
Ellen Mahan, Rose Ross,
Mellissa Miller and Pinner.
In the Class A preliminaries
Friday, Murray High's Grettis
Bumph's finished second in
his heat in the 120 high hurdles
to qualify for the finals today
while Claude Johnson placed
fifth in his heat in the 180 low
hurdles with a time of 21.5,
failing to qualify for the finals.
Murray High's 880-relay
team composed of Bumphis,
Ed Harcourt, Craig Johnson
and Bradley Wells, advanced
to the finals by finishing fourth
in its heat with the time of
1:34.
Jaina Washer of MHS
placed sixth in the state in the
long jump for girls in Class A
competition. Finals in that
event were held Friday.
Also for Murray High,
Brenda Adams qualified for
the finals in the 220-yard dash
with the time of 26.6 and a
third place finish in her heat.
Pinner qualifiecin the 100-
yard dash with a time of 11.4
and 'a second place finish in
her heat. In the 440, the
Calloway track star finished
first in her heat with a time
of57.6, the best time run by
any of the 16 entrants in the
two heats. Pinner is expected
to be going after the state
record time of 56.9 in the 440
today.
Pinner also landed a first
place and qualified for the
finals in the 220 with a time of
25.8.
The Calloway mile relay
team finished the distance in a
time of 4:11.4, good foe fourth
place in the heat and atrip to
the finals today.
Calloway's 880-yard medley
relay team composed of Jean
Hoke, Dee Dee Darnell, Mina
Todd and Ellen Mahan, turned
in a time of 1:59.6, finishing
sixth in the heat but failing to
qualify for the finals.
In the 880-yard run in Class
AA, Calloway's Mellissa
Miller finished sixth in her
heat with a time of 2:28 and
did not advance to the finals.
Murray High's 440-yard
relay team composed of Starr
Jones, Charlotte Shroat, Jaina
Washer and Brenda Adams
finished second in its heat with
a qualifying time of 51.5.
Harrodsburg, Bryan Station Hope To
Retain Their State Class A, AA Crowns
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Defending champions
Harrodsburg and Lexington
Bryan Station, coming off
impressive showings in the
Kentucky Girls High School
Track Championship
preliminaries here, were
hoping to retain their state
Class A and AA girls crowns in
final competition today.
The events were to begin at
11 a.m. on the University of
Kentucky track.
The Pioneers, led by junior
Rhonda Boyd, moved into a
strong position Friday to
retain their Class A title for
the second straight year,
while the Lady Defenders
drew a bead on their third
straight State AA crown.
Miss Boyd successfully
defended her title in the long. 
jump, outdistancing
competitors by nearly seven
inches with a jump of 17 feet,
63/4 inches.
She breezed to easy vic-
tories in the 100-yard dash and
220, and anchored Harrod-
sburg's winning 880 relay
team.
Miss Boyd said the 80-
degree weather was tiring, but
that she hoped to set a record
today in her favorite event,
the 220 dash.
Bryan Station claimed a
victory b-the 380 relay, and
the Lady Defenders boasted
first place finishes by
Stephanie Young in both the
60-yard hurdles and the 110-
yard hurdles, a victory by
Charlene Hill in the 100-yard
dash, and a second place
finish by Gay Angela in the
220.
In final field events, Bryan
Station's Victoria Gay took a
blue ribbon in the discus event
with a 16-4 throw, while
schoolmate Gloria Snow
topped all competitors in the
high jump, clearing the bar at
5-5.
Kathy Cummings, a senior
at McLean County, scored an
upset victory in the shotput,
hurling it a distance of 39-1.
Bellevue, last year's Girls
Class A state runnersup,
finished second in the 880
relay, a fraction of a second
behind Harrodsburg. Also
challenging the Pioneers in
today's final event were
Madison, Russellville, Burgin,
Todd County Central, St.
Campbell, and Providence.
In the Class AA 880 relay,
Bryan Station was to face
Lexington Henry Clay's Blue







finished first in the Class A
Girls 880 medley relay, while
Madisonville shared first
place honors with Hopkinsvile
in the Class AA medley.
In the Class A mile relay
Todd County Central and Fort
Campbell won their heat.,
while Boyd County and
Madisonville placed first in
the Class An event.




Affirmed and Alydar, who
finished 1-2 in the Kentucky
Derby, go head-to-head again
today in the 103rd Preakness
at Pimlico, the third leg of
thoroughbred racing's Triple
Crown.
A crowd of about 70,000 was
expected to turn out in sunny,
warm weather to see the
eighth 'confrontation between
these brilliant 3-year-olds.
Harbor- View Fain's Affir-
med has won all five starts
this year, including the
Kentucky Derby two weeks
ago when 18-year-old sen-
sation Steve Cauthen rode him
to a Po length victory over
Alydar, owned by Calumet
Farm.
The Derby was the first
meeting between the two this
year after Affirmed won four
, of six meetings last year.
Alydar, the Derby favorite,
has won four of five starts this
Yetw•
Affirmed, to be ridden again
by Cauthen, is expected to go
to the front at the start of the 1
3-16-mile test. Alydar is a late
charger, but is expected to be
closer to the pace than in the
11/4-mile Derby when he had to
make up too much ground
near the finish. Jorge
Velasquez, who said Alydar
didn't like the footing at
Churchill Downs, again will be
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Murray High Tigers Advance
To Sub-State After 7-5 Win
By DAVID FRANK
It couldn't have been
written better, a grand slam
by Dean Cherry with two outs
and down three runs and then
with the score tied, a two run
homer by David Stripling.
The two homers were the
key in Murray Highs 7-5 win
over Christian County in the
Region II championship game
at Fort Campbell yesterday.
'The Tigers go to sub-state
touring play which begins
May 24 in Owensboro.
"It's what the klds wanted.
It's what they've worked for,"
said Coach Cary Miller.
Murray had their work cut
out for them in this game.
Down 4-1 going into the bottom
of the fifth inning, Murray
High's Stan Rout led off
getting hit by a pitch, which
happened to him three times
during the game. Rout was
followed by walks to 'Thomas
Kendall and Bill Wilson
loading the bases with no outs.
Bob Thurman flied out and
Brad Taylor went down
swinging leaving the bases
loaded with two out when first
UK's Art Still
Signs With Chiefs
KANSAS CITY, Mo. ( AP) -
Art Still, the No. 2 player
taken in the 1978 National
Football League draft, has
signed a seven-year contract
with the Kansas City Chiefs
that in all probability makes
him the team's highest paid
player.
".The contract ... is befitting
of his draft position and the
type of player we think he is,"
said General Manager Jim
Schaaf.
"We know Art will make a
big contribution to (Mr defense
and the football team."
On draft day, Still's agent,
Harold Daniels, told newsmen
he would settle for nothing less
than a five-year, $1 million






Michael Merkow, refused to
say Friday if the Chiefs made
Still, a standup defensive end
at Kentucky, a millionaire.
"We have a very good pact,
and Art does not want to be
traded," Merkow said. "We
cannot discuss the terms of
the contract."
Head Coach Mary Levy,
who did not take part in the
discussions, was obviously
pleased to begin his Chiefs'
coaching reign with a young,
promising defensive lineman
to bolster the team's woeful
defense, which last year
ranked last in the NFL
hope we both have a long,
prosperous career here
together," said Levy.
Schaaf likened Still with
Buck Buchanan, a former all-
pro tackle for the Chiefs who
was also a first round selec-
tion in the early '60s.
. 'We've never had a player
in recent years with the
credentials of Art Still," he
said. "We're sure he's going to
play a prominent role in the
resurgence of the Kansas City
• Chiefs."
baseman Dean Cherry
stepped to the plate. After
looking at a couple of pitches,.
Cherry got the one he wanted
and sent it over the 310 mark
in left field for a grand slam
and the only homer of his high
school career, thus far.
'Try to get a base hit, ; ; said
Cherry ,thinking back to the
moment before he hit the
homer.
The four run shot put
Murray High in the lead 5-4
going into the top of the sixth
inning, but Christian County
came right back tieing the
score at 5-5. The Tigers broke
the tie just as simply as before
with a two run homer by
David Stripling, who was
pinch hitting for David
Marino, making the final
score 7-5.
Coach Miller said he made
the switch of Stripling for the
left handed Matus because he
felt that Christian County's
pitching was worse to right
handed batters than left.
Alan gibbs started on the
mound for the Tigers, but was
relieved in the sixth inning by
Brad Taylor, who was
credited with the win.
The Tigers will practice
every day until Wednesday
when the sub-state tourney
gets under way at Owensboro.
The drawing for the tourney
pairing will be held tomorrow
and the tournament will run
Wednesday, May 24, thru
Saturday, May, 27, with the
winner advancing to the State
Tournament.
ab r b
Kendall-4   3 1 1
Wilsao-7 2 1 0
normal*. 300
Taylar4 310
Cborryi 3 2 2
Gibbet 1 1 0
Mildra4 2 1 0
1 1 1
0 1 0









Here's what we'recommendeto take the roar
out of the sun.
Fully Insulatet)dur home. In-sulation keeps out
the heat. Storm doors and windows cut down the
heat that con radiate inside. Seal up heat leaks by
weatherstripping and caulking.
And set the air conditioner at 78 degrees or
higher. Its the setting that'll keep you reasonably
cool at o reasonable cost.




A SECOND LATE - Murray Mors coldest John Deism was late with the tog so. awistion County runner es he scores early
in the game after the throw flue fight MAI. The llipsrs was the tourney 7-5 on two hese runs by David Striphog sod Dean
Cherry.
Photos ay David Frank
GRAND SLAM - Excited teammates gather erased home plate to congratulate Dean Cherry after he kit a grand slope in
Murray Nigh's victory over Christian County 7-5 for the region two championship. Murray now advances to the substate to be
held May 24-27 in Owensboro
SPORTS IN BRIEF
By The Associated Press
EDINBURGH, Scotland
(AP) - Don't get drunk, leave
your switchblade knives at
home and remember the
sentries are instructed to open
fire if orders are disobeyed.
This was some of the advice
the British foreign office gave
in a special booklet published
Friday for Scottish soccer
fans headed for the World Cup
contest in Argentina.
Scotland is the only British
team left in the contest. The
team flies to Argentina next
Thursday and its first World
Cup game is against Peru on
June 3.
SEATTLE (AP) - Texas
Ranger shortstop Bert
Campaneris will be sidelined
about a week after suffering a
cracked middle finger on his
right hand during the first
game of a double header
Friday night with the Seattle
Mariners, a club spokesman
said.
Capaneris was attempting
to put down a sacrifice bunt in
the second inning of the
Xinetican League ba-Sehair
contest When he was struck' by - Hawaii's junior wrestler,
-w--,witch-ttitbwit by Wattle - Reirl•Asehrer4Valewyashimwr
_.right-hander Dick Pule. . _Jost_ his AUL_ lkool_ to
— _ _7--1wita1Intrtine; -whin -lifted- his*,
DENVER AP - The out of the ring. It was /uteri.
Caribous of Colorado have fifth loss against two victories.
The other two Hawaiian
sandanme wrestlers,
Wakanonada or John Collins,
3-4, and Wakatakami, or
George Brian. 2-5, completed
their seven matches Friday
Budd is a former member of
the Canadian World Cup and
National teams and joined the
Caribous before the 1978
season.
sold the contract of forewent
Brian Budd to the Toronto
Metros-Croatia, but. terms of
the North American Soccer
League transaction were not
amiounad.
MEXICO CITY ( AP) - The
NCAA men's volleyball all-
star team is scheduled to be in
Mexico City next week for a
fourteam tournament, the
National Sports Institute said.
The all-stars are due to
arrive May 24 for the tourney
that will pit them against the
University of Tamaulipas
May 25; the University of
Guadalajara May 26 and the
National University May 27.
TOKYO (AP) Big
Hawaiian-born sumo wrestler
Jesse Kuhaulua, • or
Takamiyama, a No 3
maegashira, easily beat No. 7
maegashira Banryuyama to
pick up his sixth victory
against eight losses today, the
14th day of the 15-day Tokyo
summer sumo tournament.
The 400-pound Jesse pushed
the 322-pound Banryuyarna
out .of the circle after
sidestepping his opponent's
initial charge.






..W L Pet. GB
Phil 18 15 .545 -
Mont 18 17 .514 1
Chi 17 17 .500 11/2
NY 17 21 .447 31/2
Pitt 15 19 .441 31/2
SLou 14 23 .378 6
WEST
SFra 23 12 .657 -
Cinc 22 15 .595 2
LA 21 15 .583 21/2
Hous 17 17 .500 51/2
SDie 16 19 .457 7
Atla 13 21 .382 91/2
Friday's Games
Chicago 6, St. Louis 2
Pittsburgh 5, Montreal 3
New York 4, Philadelphia 3
Cincinnati 4, SAn Diego 3
Houston 6, Atlanta 0
San Francisco 10, Los Ange-
.1es 7
Saturday's Games
Philadelphia (Carlton 4-4) at
New York (Bruhert 1-3)
Pittsburgh (Blyleven 2-4) at
Montreal (Twitchell 2-3)
St. Louis (Forsch 6-2) at Chi-
cago (Lamp 1-4)
San Diego (Perry 2-1) at Cin-.
cinnati (Hume 2-5), (t-n)
Atlanta (Boggs 1-4) at Hous-
ton (Richard 3-3), (n)
- San Francisco (Halicki 0-0)
at Los Angeles (Rau 5-0), (n)
Sunday's Games
Philadelphia at New York
Pittsburgh at Montreal
St. Louis at Chicago
San Diego at Cincinnati, 2
Atlanta at Houston













PERf ECT FOR THE WATER
PROBLEMS IN THIS AREA


















SPECIAL SALE•SATIIRDAY•1 DAY ONLY
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO BUY QUALITY
NEWS WEAR FABRICS
BY THE YARD!
99,? -$19,1i '29! '39! '499• 
Imports and Domestics
in Spring, Summer










.Practical, long wearing, crease
resistant and fashionable, these
exceptionally fine fabrices are available
in solids, glen plaids, muilt-color









325 West Water Street, Mayfield, Kentucky
Saturdiy-9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. • Free Parking
•
PAU $ THE Atuititrit. ly.,ILDGER £ IIMt. Saturdwir.114-211. 19n_




Television and recording star Ray Stevens (left), new spokesman for_Flav-O-Rich claim
products, shows Paul Myrick, General •Manager4center) and Russell Alexander, Sales
Manager, Paducah Division, a sample of the milk carton side panel to be used in the
company's new advertising program. Consumers in the Southeast will be seei
Stevens in newspaper, magazine and point-of-purchase ads, and will be listening to his
radio and television commercials as he promotes the new Flav-O-Rich theme,
"Freshness from our Fajilv to Yours.- Flav-O-Rich, Inc., headquartered in Louisville, Ken-
tucky. processes a full fine of dairy products in 16 divisions within a 13-state marketing
area of the Southeast. Flav-O-Rich is a wholly-owned subsidairy of Dairymen, Inc., a




Fain Motors Adds Salesman
Jim Fain Motors has
recently announced the ad-
dition of Sammy Bradshaw to
their sales staff.
Bradshaw was raised by his
aunt and uncle, Maybell and
Wimpy Jones, and is a native
of the area.
He attended Murray High
before enlisting in the Army,
to do a five year tour of ditty.
In 1968 Bradshaw returned
to the Murray area and began
work with Jim Adams IGA.
DANK NOTES
One of the first banks in
America was formed by
a group of Boston mer-
chants in 1733. They
issued 110,000 pounds in




Can we be of assistance to you in your management of
financial resources" Give yourself the benefit of our
experience.. .it's yours for the asking.
PEOPLES BANK
M 11: /MAY IT.
Member FDIC
• He worked there untill 1975
when he was involved in a car
accident that injured his
shoulder and leg.
Bradshaw has been
associated with Jim Fain
Motors since the first of
March.'
'I'm just now getting back
from the accident and it's
good to see some of the people
I've missed since the injury,"
he said.
Bradshaw, his wife Shelly,
son Timmy, 12, and daughter
Krista, 9, live in Lynnville
where his wife is from.
Of his association with Jim
Fain Motors Bradshaw said,"
I'm very proud of the Dodge
product and feel like we can
back up the product with our
excellent service depart-
ment."
I3?adshaw invites all his
friends old and new to come by




The New Service For Murray!
A Hydraulic rebuilding shop.
We rebuild your hydraulic or air cylinders, all types of
hydraulic or air jacks or lifts, pumps, control or selector
valves, porta-powers — whether your equipment be farm,
construction, business or industrial, we can fill your
hydraulic needs.
Call us at
Component pick-up and delivery can be arranged.
Service calls available at your request.
Stevens To Represent Local Dairy
Television and recording.
star Ray Stevens has signed to
represent the 7000 dairy farm
families of Flav-O-Rich and




made by Stevens to general
managers and sales managers
of Flav-O-Rich's 16 processing
divisions at a special meeting
held recently in Atlanta,
Georgia. Stevens said at the
meeting that this is the first
company he has ever agreed
to represent and that he is
"proud to be a part of the
Flay-0-Rich family."
The theme, as sung' by
Stevens in a series of
television and radio com-
mercials, spells out that Flay-
0-Rich means, "Freshness
from our family to yours."
The Flav-O-Rich family
conissts of 7000 dairy farm
families, who are neighbors to




in Ikuisville, Ky., processes a
full line of dairy products
within a 13-state marketing
area. Flav-O-Rich is a wholly-
owned subsidairy of
Dairymen, Inc., a farmer-
owned and operated milk
marketing cooperative.
The full line of Flav-O-Rich
products will be featured in
radio and television com-
mercials this summer.
Individual Flav-O-Rich
products includuing a holiday
Trend Toward Urban Farmers
How ya gonna keep 'em
down on the farm apparently
is not a problem in Kentucky.
In fact, there's evidence of
renewed interest in the land
among younger Kentuckians
and urban dwellers.
Claude Brock, director of
public relations and in-
formation for the Farm Credit
Banks of Louisville, says that
the average age of farmers in
Kentucky is falling. He notes
as well a surge in part-time
farming, resulting mainly
from prosperous urban lob-
holders seeking the solitude of
the country.
On the latter point, Brock
says, 'About 75 percent of the
Land Bank .borrowers in this
district (Kentucky, Ten-
nessee, Ohio and Indiana )
have off-farm income."
This new interest In land by
average workers has fueled
already skyrocketing land
prices.
-for example,. in 1974, the
average cost per acre of 40
acres of bare farmland in the
state was $503.- That figure
increased steadily unit' late
1977 when the average cost
came to $803 per acre; that's a
65 percent increase in less
than four years.
Brock estimates, though,
that land prices wil) continue
to increase at a more stable
seven or 10 percent annually.
The renewed interest in the
land shows up in loans by the
Farm Credit System, which
!owe increased by 25 percent a
year for the past 'several
seasons. The Fourth District,
ot which Kentucky is a part,
now lists accounts receivable
at $5.2 billion, up form $4.6
billion a year ago; nationally,
the system has more than $40
billion on loan.
The system is tailored to
farmers needs. Some crops
yield a payoff only once a
year. These farmers, if they
wish, make only one payment
a year.
"We recognize, and then are
free to respond to, individual
income patterns," says Brock.
• The entire farm credit
system is a national
organization composed of
federal land banks and federal
land bank- associations,
federal intermediate credit
banks and production credit
associaitons. Each serves a
different farm lending need.
The system is a giant co-
operative and all stock is
owned by the borrowers.
The federal loans that
sparked the system back in


























































































so it is no longer a federal
agency.
Unlike commercial banks,
the farm credit system len-
ding potential isn't bound by
the amount of deposits. Its
funding comes from the sale of
farm credit securities. As a
marketer of bonds, it is second
only to the U. S. Government
in volume.
So when a new farmer
comes in needing a line of
credit of half a million dollars,
he gets it if he's qualified.
Part-time farmers, says
Brock, pose some special
problems:
-Suppose you tell us you
want to buy 20 acres of the
most beautiful walnut trees
you've ever seen," he says.
Well, if you're going to cut
those trees and plant
something marketable, that's
fine. With good management,
your new farm would be a
good loan to make. But if you
want- to keep-thosetrees and
put a few acres in weeds and
some in mud, we'd have to use
your other income as a basis
for our judgement."
An applicant needs to be a
good manager, whether a
rookie sodbuster or a weed-in-
the-teeth pro.
-Good farmers today have
gone from keeping records in
a shoebox to using computer
programming," says Brock.
—You'll never get credit
without good records. It's
something we've preached for
years and now more people
are realizing just how im-
portant it is."
The effort has found the
farm credit system with an
annual loan delinquency rate
of less than one percent.
..We can't afford to lower
our standards," Brock says,
if we expect our investors to
line, will be featured in future
commercials by Ray Stevens.
Consumers will also be
seeing Stevens' photo in
newspaper and magazine ads,




Stevens, known for such hits
as "Everything is Beautiful,"
"Gitarzan," "Turn Your
retain confidence. We con-
sider applicants one at a time,
but regardless of whether it's
a 160 or 1600 acres spread, it's
got to be well-managed."
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market direction was upward.
Leading gainers--Jerrico
(OTC), to 18 from 16; Reliance
Universal (OTC), to 153/4 from
141/; Capital Holding
(NYSE), to 223/4 from 21/4.
Largest declines—Ashland Oil
(NYSE), to 281/4 from 301/4;
Louisville Gas and Electric
(NYSE), to 21/4 from 22%;
Glenmore (AMEX),- to 14%
--from 15.
Radio On Old the 1974 and
1975 twin successes, "The
Streak" ( which sold over four
million records) and "Misty,"-- -
was born in Georgia and now
makes his home in Nashville,
Tennessee.
Stevens is excited and proud
of his association with Flav-0-
Rich, and the Flav-O-Rich
dairy farm families are
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For Auto, Business, Homeowners, Workmens
Compensation, and all kinds of Insurance
needs in these areas See Agents:
Bob Billington, Owen Billington, Dan Shipley




Serving Murray and Calloway Co
with 34 Years of Insurance Experience
Bel Air Center 753-4751




























5 Youngster 5 Drink heav-
8 Ascend ily
12 Toward 6 Macaw
shelter 7 Trim
13 Native metal 8 Take back
14 Ireland openly




































































State Officials Agree To Buy Maxey
Flats Nuclear Waste Disposal Site
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (APi —
State officials have agreed to
purchase the Maxey Flats
nuclear waste disposal site
near Morehead for more than
$1 million from a Louisville
firm that has operated it since
1963.
In addition; the state has
agreed to a short-term eon-
tract witb the firm for
maintenance at the site and
has agreed to give the com-
pany "first refusal" rights to
operate Maxey Plats if it ever
is reopened.
The agreement was reached
Friday in a meeting between
state Finance • Secretary
Russell McClure, Human
Resources Secretary Peter
Conn and James Neel,
president of Nuclear
Engineering Co., a subsidiary
of Teledyne Corp.
Neel, in a telephone in-
terview following the meeting,
said figures tentatively
agreed upon call for the state
to purchase the 250-acre site,
NECo's onsite equipment and
legal claim to a 99-year lease
for $1.25 million.
The estimated actual value
of the total package is about $5
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The company decided to
accept the tentative purchase
agreement because the
company feels the site will
play a future role in the in-
dustry," Neel said. He
predicted that scientific
studies of the site's long-term
burial capability "will
determine positively whether
Maxey Flats is suited to
further burial."
An official announcement of
the. agreement is expected
Monday. State and NECo
officials are scheduled to sign
the pact prifr to a news
conference.
About 4.5 million cubic feet
of low-level radioactive:
wastes from atomic power
plants, industrial sources and
university laboratories are
buried at the Fleming County
site, about 12 miles northeast
of Morehead.
Some of the material will
remain radioactive for hun-
dreds of years.
Maxey Flats was closed to
further burial last year after
MISS YOUR PAPER?
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the discovery that small
amounts of radioactive water
had leaked from underground
trenches.
According to an informed
source, NECo agreed to
relinquish a $430,000 per-
formance bond posted with the
state.
Neel said, "our basic reason
for accepting the agreement"
was the provisions for a short-
term maintenance contract
with the state and a clause
giving NECo first claim on
any future operating lease. He
said the agreement was
reached "in a posture of
cooperation" with the state.
An agreement was reached
between NECo and McClure
-last Dec. 15 for a two-year
cloiure of the site while
hyrdologicfil and geological
tests were made to determine
the environmental integrity of
the burial ground.
However, Conn, whose
agency regulates Maxey Flats
from a public health rationale,
refused to sign the agreement.
Conn issued an order last
-Dec. 27 closing the site to
further burial and rescinding
the original Dec. 15
agreement.
According to sources close
to the matter, the amount the
state is paying for Maxey
Flats is about one-fourth the
appraised value of the facility.
An independent appraisal
firm estimated NECo's on-site
equipment investment at
about $800,000. The company's
legal claim to the operating
lease has been estimated at
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DID YOU UH ...I MISSED
60 TO THE MORNING
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FROM THE GOVERNOR'S DESK
The September opening
of the new Kentucky Horse
Park realizes a dream unveiled
to me in January of 1970.
It was then that herse
enthusiast John Gaines of
Lexington came to see the
then Speaker of the House,
Julian Carroll, to try and sell'
him on a "Horse Park" for
Kentucky. Over lunch in the'
State Cafeteria with Bill
Kenton, who then was a state
representative from Lexington
and now is the House Speaker,
John Gaines unveiled his
dream.
My determination since
to build such a Horse
Park clearly shows John
Gaines - had no trouble con-
vincing me of the need in
Kentucky- for a "park showing
off our great horse industry."
To add to that excite-
ment, the prestigious World
Championship. Three-Day
Event now will be launching
this incomparable park. The
200,000 people who are
expected td'te drawn to the
Bluegrass area ,around
Lexington for this event Sept.
14th through the 17th are
bound lobe impressed.
Frankly, .1 believe the
rolling horse faints--of- -the
Bluegrass are-beautiful enough
even without further adorn-
ment to attract thousands of
tourists, whether they be
horse lovers or not.
When -word gets around
about this fine new park that
is dedicated solely to the.
horse, however, visitors surely
will flock in to see it for
themselves.
The total cost of this new
park, sprawling across more
than 1,000 acres, is less than
—$27 ,,l1ion We anticipate
that when it gets into full
operation it will bring in
roughly 40 million tourists
dollars a year.
Thedirst sight greeting a
visitor to this fine new park is
appropriately impressive -- a -
majestic bronze statue of one
of the most .famous thorough-
breds of all time, Man o' War,
standing larger than life over
the stallion's grave.
The park is designed to
be educational, as well--as
entertaining. A visitors


























showing classic horse farm
architecture, will offer an
exciting film illustrating the
diverse talents of horses. Two
theaters each will show the
film to 200 people every
half-hour.
It also, will have a
museum with exhibits
showing hew history has
affected the horse and how the
horse had helped to shape our
history. Computer -terminals
, will be located in the museum
which visitors can use to type
out any questions related to
horses or racing and then get
an immediate answer on a
small screen.
Another feature - at the
visitors center will be a tour of
a working farm that will
demonstrate the best way to
care for horses.
Other -facilities that will
provide settings for seeing live
horses perform in every'
imaginable manner are a stee-
plechase course, polo field,
show-jumping ring, dressage
arena, crow-country course
and a half-mile dirt track with,
an infield for rodeo exhibi-
tions and saddlehorse shows.
In the outlying part of
the park, visitors will be able
1Crlicie horses themselves, over
specified trails. Also, they will
be able to tour the entire park
in antique, horse-drawn car-
riages.
The best in modern
camping facilities will be
available at the park, for
people who delight in actually
living outdoors in the clean,
beautiful Bluegrass country-
side. A restaurant will be
located in the visitors center.
Many people perhaps
don't realize just how impor-
tariliheForse industry is to all
of .Kentucky. First of all, the
total value of all the horses
here and the facilities that are
directly related to them is
more than $I billion.
Direct tax revenue
coming into the state treasury
frOit thoroughbred horses
alone -- through racing and
sales taxes on horse-toppfies,
auctions and fees for stud
services --exceeds $.12 million
I year.
The horse industry also
shas made a substantial, And
ever-growing, contribution to
improve our country's balance
of trade with foreign
countries. Last year, nearly
$16 - million was spent at
thoroughbred horse auctions
in Kentucky by citizens of
other countries.
It costs approximately
$2,000 to maintain a
thoroughbred horse for one
year. That means that approxi-
mately $40 milliOn is spent
each year to take care a the
20,000 • thoroughbreds in
Kentucky. .
More than $1013 million
was spent last year in buying
thoroughbreds at amtions in
Kentucky:
What all this means,
'obviously, is that horses are
big business in Kentucky. The
Kentucky_ Horse Park should
make that a bigger business
yet, by promoting tourism.
But even beyond pure
economics, the park will be a






Council, Bear Creek Service
Center held its annual
Olympics program at
Mayfield High School
Mayfield, Kentucky May 6,
1978. The winners of the events
are as follows:
Trophy for Best Athelete in
the Brownies division was won
by Troop 80, Millie LaCorte
leader; Junior division Troop
275, Clara Creason leader;
Cadette Troop 91, Libby
Hardy, Leader won in their
division.
The Best Sportmanship
trophies were won by Brownie
Troop 140 Rosemary
Buckingham leader; Junior
Troop 188, Lana Lewis leader;
and Cadette Troop 129, Betty
Wurth Leader.
Over 900 girls attended this
out-door event and par-
ticipated in the 50, 75, 100 Yd.
dash, relay races, 3-legged
races, softball throw, sack
races and broad jump.
James A. Garfield, born on
Nov. 19, 1831 in Cuyahoga
County, Ohio, was the last pres-





We have the right






UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY •
You rarely hear of such
anymore, but in many back-
woods settlements of yester-
year there were certain
"gifted" characters, both men
and women, with the peculiar
power to raise the "knocking
spirits." On occasion, these
persons could make small ,
tables and chairs dance jigs,
mugs and other small objects
fly through the air, and just
by staring at them, cause hens




Were those people war-
locks and witches? No,
according to, "modern
science," they weren't.
Neither were all their queer
doings the work of magic. It
was, instead, the work of
poltergeists.
Now what in Tophet is a
poltergeist? Parapsychologists
— and other students of the
spiritual world say, .a polter-
geist is a "racketing spirit" or
“noISYs ghost" that tikes
pos-k-ssirirird-g ITT 'IT gy p o It ergeis t medium-
from a living -Rrsi511. tl "Ir'-
illfTerent front. the ghost that manifestations were always at
isisteLott-hoeses• end raveyarets "ay par lleti....44,14jta6-44A;tally
in "That -This peZ)pre---
hold in their homes raway
back yonder," we always
believed that these odd doin's
were the result of some




tiun is that the ability to
make tables and chairs knock
their legs on the floor and
inanimate objects fly through
the air without touching
them is through the power of
"telekiness" or "psycho-
kineses." In other words, by
consciously concentrating,
objects can be moved by'
mental powers alone.
This last explanation, how-
ever, doesn't hold water all
the time. The two persons we
have known who could raise
the knocking sptrits, or
"Yimps," as they were some-
times called, claimed they did
not know how it was done.
The power seemed to stem
from the subconscious.
Another interesting aspect
of this mischievious spirit.
power , -or-whatever ,as that it
could not alwayS be sum-
moned up. It came and went
periodically; sometimes stay-
ing for a day or two: some-
times for a month. Then it
would depart for a year or
more and' sometimes for
good.
This is indeed, an outra-
geous tale and nobody is
asked to believe it. Personally
speaking, we have seen tables
appear to move, teacups
dance in their saucers and
heard. weird thumping sounds
itiside walls when, one of
-TOR WATKINS
Products. Contact






rogue's t od to chock the
first insertion of ads for
corr•ctIon. This
n•wspopeir will be
responsible for only ono
Incorrect Inserflon AN?
ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED I M -
MEDIATEL Y SO, PLEASE
CHECK YOUR AD
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
8111LE FACTS INC. — II -
Timothy 3:16 says; "All
scripture is given by
inspiration of God, and
is profitable for doc-
trine, for reproof, for
correction, for 
rue ct ion in
righteousness:" Why
not read your in-
struction book, The Holy
Bible for God's doc-
trine! For Bible answers
or study. call 7594600
person. A ghost is the sur•
yiving personality of a dead
person. A poltergeist survives
in the I Whig person.






put a smile on
everybody's lips. Be a
part of the Operation
Smile. Calf 753,5750 or
443-3366 in Paducah.








Apply at Calloway Mfg.
Co., Inc. 111 Poplar,
Murray.
HOUSEKEEPER - part









Send resume to P. 0.






MAN for counter work
and also person to do
office work. Apply in
person at 605 Maple
Street between 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m.
AMBITIOUS people,

























few evenings a week —
Earn $200.00 weekly.'
Demonstrate MERRI-





1319) 556-8881 or write:'
M ERRI - M A C , 801,
JACKSON, DUBUQUE
IOWA 52001.




















to 'work late afternoons






!•- s preparation. Please
apply in person High-
way 641 N.
WE NEED short term
supervisor to coordinate
community directory
workers. Must be able to
devote six hours per day
- for appro-xlmately -three-
weeks. Applicants need
to have a good
knowledge of Murray
area and enjoy. working
with people. Reply to




New survey to update
Murray community
directory. Absolutely no
selling. Most work can
be done from your home
by Phone. Generous
compensation. Small
amount of house to
house work required.
Must be able to work at
least 5 hours per day.











local business. No LV
shorthand required.
Send resume and salary
requirements to P. 0.
Box 468. Murray, Ky. All
replies will be kept
confidential.
14 Want To Buy
WANTED TO BUY on
land contract 15 plus
acres. Partially wooded
preferred. Must be
within 15 minutes of
Murray. Write P. 0. Box
3, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes Call 1-527-8322.
15 'Articles For Sale
FOR SALE: Nails -8, 10,
16 CC Sinkers-SO lb. box
$12.95. Styrofoam In-
sulation-,1" 4 x - ;2.40,
'4 g - -Pa rtrcie--
Boird "2" 4 x 843.40.
Plywood - "2" 4 x 8 -
$6.75, 5'8" 4 x 8
14" 4 x 8 - $10.00. Ex-
terior Siding-4 8-$6.00
and up. Precut 2 x 4's
1.89 ea. Shingles - No. 1
$18.75 per sq. Shower
stalls $125.00 ea. Cabinet
fronts ..- $12.00 ea.
Paneling - 80 selections
of 4 x 8 sheets from $2.75
to $11.00. Vanities - from
$45.00'and up. Vinyl floor
covering $2.50 yard in 6
ft widths. Ross Se Tuck
Salvage Mdse., Inc.,






machine for sale. Call
753-0344.
9 Situations Wanted
WANT TO DO TRUCK-
DRIVING or farm work. -
Call 436-5466 anytime.
28 YEAR OLD male with -
Masters in Math looking
for evening employment
' for summer or year
round. Skills: computer,
tutoring, carpentry,




Call 753-0900 after 6 p.m
ARE YOU LOOKING for
a business you can work
full or part time? One
that can return $300 to
$500 a week on your




secured territory in your
own area? Then, don't
miss this opportunity,
call 253-2545 or write
United Tire Custom
Design Dist., Inc., 692




tributor for Rand Mc-
Nally Maps. No selling.
Service pre-established
accounts. Investments








mingham, Al. 35213 or
call toll free 1-800-633-
8441
14 Want To Buy
ELECTRIC STOVE,
white, 40". Wanted by
pritate party. Call 753-
0774.
-WANTED TO
-lands In OW viorIln-r-F.ENERAL ELiCTRIC.
420roilU011. -can Debra re(rigerafarT 114 "cubic
K Ain* tick
irerritj; GoOdyear Service Store.
JUST RECEIVED 40 air
conditioners, all dif-
ferent sizes and 10 side
by side refrigerators. 20
refrigerators, priced
from $100 to $250.
Several portable color
s, $100 to $200. Also
several used furniture
items, one sharp kitchen
gas stove with see
through oven. 100 school.
desks, $2.00 a piece. 10
used riding lawn
mowers_ Sesteral black
and white TVs in stock
$40 to $100. Two cash
registers. Other items
too numerous to men-
-bon. Can be seen at
Murray Ford Tractor,










cast iron grates. Deluxe
porcelain enamel
cabinet, lift off cook
surface top. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TIRE SALE - Polyester




$21.19 plus $1.94 FET,
E78x14", $22.15 plus
$2.30 FET, F78x14'•,
$22.47 plus $2.44 FET,




$28.29 plus $3.13 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris





SCRAP CANDY- Ind. log
rolls, $1.00-$1.50 per






chair with Stool. Por-
table TV stand. Call 753-
7420.
,
15 Articles For Sale
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners Dill












--GARAGE DOOR LA' _
practically new: All
hardware. $49. Call 759- 
o 1978 1,J,Ied Feature Ssr,c0calenc





2',2 years old. Call 753-
0737 after 5 p.m.
LARGE SELECTION of
new Magnavox console
stereos for only $12.00
per month. Clayton's
• (Formerly J & B
Music), 753-7575.
5-20
IICOUNT ̀ 1/01.)R 8LESSINGS, GOMER.
OFFICE EQUIPMENT 'HOW/P YOU LIKE BEING A 131G OW
-typewriter and stand, mAyoR woRk1).,IG ON NEXT ,eEAFR.is
two office desks, ad- 
BUPGST "dressograph, two 30
drawer cabinets, adding
machine, file cabinet,
and office chairs. Call_
753-9414 if no answer
753-7316.
TWO ROW ROTARY hoe.
Call evenings after 6.30,
anytime weekend. 753-
7244.







membership for sale at
a reduced rate. Call 502-
86-0107 or write 956
Frontier Drive, Hen-
derson, Ky. 42420.
FOR CAI F - antique oak
chest, antique china
closet, student desk,
large dresser. Call 753-
1336.
BARGAIN STORE now








shovels, picks, axes, and
many many other items





WE 'BUY USED mobile
homes. Top prices
031 End , Mobile
Homes. 442-1918.
SMALL CONSOLE
• stereo. Damaged in








40 H. P. JOHNSON 151-2'




$25. Desk with ladder
back chair, $17.50.
Brown couch, $10. Call
492-8307.
16 Home Furnishings















sports weight yarns at ...
11 price, to make room
for my new line of
Brunswick Yarns in
both wool and acrylic, in
worsted weight and
sports weight. Now in
stock - many new kits













Benton, Ky. or call 354-
8619.
19. Farm Equipment
IF NEED of used tractor,
we have. over 40 used
tractors .in stock. Used
farm equipment. Call
Murray Ford' Tractor,
420 South 4th, 759-4895
until 9 p.m.





THREE PONT hitch, 6
row, 100 gallon sprayer.
Used very little. Call
.753-2987.




NEW ONE ROW tobacco
setter, $395. One row
cultivator, $75. Rotary
mowers, $295, $315, and
$325. One bottom plow,
$165. Grader blades,
$139.50. Disc 5 ft. $285, 6
ft. 6 in., $325. New and
used post diggers,
scoops, plows, one and
two row tobacco setters,
discs, cultivators,
mowers, rakes, balers,
20 used tractors, some
for parts. John 0. Kough
Equipment Sales, Route
1, Highway 94 West,
Farmington, Ky., phone
382-2207.
48 Fr. HAY elevator with
gasoline motor. Call 753-
4848.
FOR SALE tobacco and




150 h. p. Mercury with




at large Florida Boat
Co. now located in




14' SPEEDLINER with 45
h. p. Mercury motor.














Ky. Across from Irving
Cobb Hotel. Phone. 443-
3879 shop if you like, but




• . , •
:ORGANS
LAY-TON'S
formerly . t ii Mu.s,
Chestnut SiS Murrar Ky
WANTED RESPON-
SIBLE party to take
over small monthly
payment on 6 months old















RADIAL TIRE Sale -
Steel belted premium
grade white wall,
GR78x14" or 15", $43.65
plus 82.97 FET,
HR78x14" or. 15", $45.42
plus $3.15 FET,
JR78x15" or 1-R78x15",
$48.40 plus $3.47 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
COMPARE ROTO
SHEAR model 2201 with
weedeater model 500 or
507. Roto shear model
2201 only $36.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
26 TV Radio
23 CHANNEL CB, mike
and antenna Also AM-
FM 8 track stereo. Call
753-7413 ask for Roger.
DON'T BE MISLED. We
will not be undersold.
Your 7,entiti Dealer for
Murray and C.alloway
County, Tucker T. V.
Sales and Service, 1914
Coldwater Rd. •
WANTED RESPON-
SIBLE party to take up
payment like new color
TV. Clayton's i formerly
J and B Music 753-7575.
SISSON& -ZENITH May
Sale, 25" color T. V. with
automatic color control
and electronic tuner for
$499.95 with trade. One
year free service. We
sell the best for less.
Sissons Zenith, Highway
94, 18 miles West of
Murray. Call 382-2174.
21. Mobile Home Sales
197?. TRAILER and or lot.
Call 753-8113.
1973 12 x 60 2 bedroom. All
electric. Air condition.
Furnished. $000. Can be
seen Thweatts Trailer
Ct. Call 753-2720 or 753-
3494.





1972 12 X 65 2 bedroom, 2
bath, furnished, and air
36 For Rent Or lease
TWO COMMERCIAL
buildings, 40 x 40 and 40





Located at 703 South 4th.
Call 753-5287.
37 Livestock Supplies
WANTED - Horses to






puppies. Six weeks old.
Pretty playful and
helpful pets. Call 753-
9390.
NEED A HOUSE to keep
your pet in. Contact
Gerald Waldrop and tell

















baby chicks, $1.00 each.
White Pekin baby ducks.
condition: Storm straps, $2.00. Baby and fryer
underpinned. $5,100. See rabbits, $3.00. Call 436-
at Riviera Cts. or call 2458.
753-3280 before 5.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer
for rent. Call 474-8805.
30 Business Rentals
BUILDING 17 x 80 in
Dixieland Shopping
Center. Available June
1st. Heatin and air
conditioning. Facilities
provided. Short or long
term lease. Call 753-4041
after 5 p.m.
31 Want To Rent
PROFESSOR and family
need 2 or 3 bedroom
house in or near Murray
as soon as possible. Call
753-7744.
NEEDED BEFORE July
1, 3 bedroom house in
city or country. Must
have lot large enough
for dog. Call 767-2553
after 6 p. m.
UNFURNISHED HOUSE
in Murray. Call 492-8407.
THREE TO FOUR
bedroom farm or city
home to rent. Call 753-
1250 ext. 218.'




entrance. 2nd floor. No












One block from MSU.
- $110 per month. Call 753-
0430 or 753-8131.
crewel and -cotton san AEROGLASS base
- 
.weemoairoidrieiscii tuimZeTahlrthe. _
kplittag. and-crochet.-- - finder; 85 h: Tr Johnsorr.-----̀ ''''
ePl:IFI!1-111----b°414-Trolliag-16--olot' 'lladeor-tcallar...-.4topthi.. i.,_.L.,..-7,-13-3E;(-)5;0ast84,$F1385.sessiceilt ai:D
S!amP!-4- ta-bleck4bai- -42500. Coil-4.364869. -' -713-1495.
napkins and qiiilt tops, 





Needlepoint lessons - 
,650 receiver Two CS
akers.
HOUSE OR RENT in
country. Couple, man
and wife. Available in 6
to 7 weeks. Call 753-8190.
SEVEN ROOM house,
good condition. One mile
off 641. On Hickory
G EFL
414•61.166..... .















40 cents quart. 7 a. m.
daily, North 16th and
Poor Firm Rd. Pick
berries, available after
4:30 p. ni. Bring own
containers.
STRAWBERRIES for
sale. 35 cents a quart.
You pick them. We pick
them on orders. t-2 mile
South of Kirksey on





tools, yard tools, fishing
equipment, clothes,
toys, etc. Sunday May
21st 9 a. m. until 71607
Wiswell Road,' Murray.
FOUR PARTY YARD
Sale, Saturday, 7 a. m. -
? 614 Fairlane St.
Clothes, household
items, books, dishes and
miscellaneous.
GARAGE SALE -
Friday and Saturday. 8
"lr Corbel. nl























Estate, 105 N. 12th.
 '4
THIRTY FIVE acres
with water front located
at Chandler Park area
of the lake (Hamlin,
Ky.) Property has long
blacktop road (Ky 1918)
plus a new road serving








ow. ions Sherries cotter













LAKE HOME - Picture
a pretty house an
panoramicc, view of





garage. This home and
lots could not be
replaced for this low
price of $44,500. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,  
753-1222 for all your real
estate needs.
LARGE 4 BEDROOM, 3
bath home on private
cone acre tract, 4L-2 miles
from Murray. Almost
3000 square feet of living
area in this home which
has extra large rooms
and large 2 car garage.





staying with sale of
home. Price just
reduced to $43,500.





Went 1 1i• Acres? Then tile.
look at /Cs home located on
441 N. Pot minutes from
teen. Mice weeded lot! Three
SR WO end stone. large per-
ch and patio. lots of closet
space. Cent beet one sir, 11
Asking 545,000
Located in Ilegwell Manor 4
bedrorma, 2 both Wick home
with 2100 sq. ft of tying
area. Central gas heat and
air, family room with
fireplace. Extra nice lot. Patio
with gas grill for yammer en
terteining. AN city vtilities.
/53-3263 Anytime
 41-
35 ACHES - all fenced
with road frontage on 3
sides. Includes 30 ten-
dable acres, stock barn
and ponds. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,





Level brick home with




in lower level. Central








young growing retail toy
business for sale.
Located in one of
Murray's new shopping
centers, this store
features a wide variety
and selection of creative





South 1 2th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1061
A Pleasure You'll
Treasure. . . Hideaway
cottage nestled on 3
wooded lots in lake area.
Large living room-
kitchen conibination
with fireplace plus loft
bedroom. Include this
retreat in your summer
plans. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.
,2 ACRE LOTS for rent or
sale. $30 per month. City
water and sewage.
Roberts Estates, 3 miles
East of Murray. Call
753-3745.
LOTS FOR SALE Lake








i'r to s%ionsi Services
ith fhc Friendly Touch-
641 N.-Only 4.5 miles
from Murray, this
smart 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick veneer,






garage. All this for
only $38,000. Boyd-
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 1.2t1t _
Oar 
for -sul i time-v.4r- -
Nand
Murray Police Department will be taking ap-
plications for a job of patrolman. All applications
must be in by the May 27th. Applications may be
picked up at the chief of police office between
hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday. The city of Murray is an equal op-
portunity employer operating on a affirmative
action plan.
 e, faiptiy:Torvm, •
large eat-in kitchen. . .
8 H. P. JOHN DEERE
riding lawn mower. Call
489-2570 after 5 p.m.
Full fine of accessories




1150. Call 753-9569 after 5.
BALDWIN Acrosonic
piano Call 753-1864.-- -
'
Suggested retail price
$100500, for sale 9500.








make this the ideal
home for year round
living. . . Call 753-1492
and start that carefree
life today. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.
NOTICE
The regular quarterly meeting of the
i'ihl• - I -
hoard
1978, 6-..30 p. m. at the Murray Holiday
Inn.
agenda for the meeting will include
several matters pertaining to the






































































































































































































































, Hwy.n 1 mile
waged Cadiz




on the deck and drink ice
cold lemonade. . .
Wander through the
woods. . Enjoy a family
barbecue under the
trees. Call 753-14§2 to
view this furnished
retreat near the lake. . .










8538; Nelson Shroat 759-
1716; Nelson Shroat Co.
759-1707.
DEVELOPMENT
property - 36 acres
water and sewer lines on
property. Near city








1 17 14.. p.-Pensor
,
•
AMR ADS ARE NOB BS BOY!
46. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
house, 1 bath. 1617






VOI Sycontore Horny, Ky
'SIXTEEN ACRES for
sale by owner, rolling
woodland near Ken-
tucky Lake. Over 500 ft
frontage on county road.






' Prof esstona I Services
With The Friendly Touch"
Old Fashioned Charm-






home is worth your
consideration. 2 acre
lot. Newly listed in the
Low 30's: Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
44 lots For Sale
ONE LARGE WATER
front lake lot on Blood •
River. Call 436-2427.
46 Homes For Sale
,
HOME FOR SALE 4
years old 3 bedroom, 2
- full baths, dishwasher,
electric stove, part












located on large corner
lot. Must be seen to
appreciate. Call 753-4449
after 5 p.m. for ap-
pointment.
BY OWNER - 3
bedroom, 11/2 bath,
garage, central air and
heat, carpeted. 14 x 24
living room with full
stoned wall fireplace.
Blown insulation.
Fenced backyard. 16 x
20 raised deck. Wooded
lot Paved driveway. All
on "2 an acre in Lynn-
wood Estates, 2 miles
South of Murray.
Possession in June. Call
753-0717.




storage, shady lot, good
location. 217 South 15th.
Call 759-1768 for ap-
pointment.
TWO LOTS 70 x 195 with
two bedroom house and
-- furniture. New in-
sulation. Located in
Vnion _city, Tenn. fall
753-5154 or 492-8116.
NOTICE
Mini Warehouse space available, large 28' x 24'
or 14' x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a
house full of furniture.
Call Nights 753-7618




Now Open For Appointments
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., and Sat.,
Closed on Wednesday
Marilyn Dowdy is now styling wigs as
well as hair styling and shaping.
Opening Week Special
Starting Monday, May 22nd
Free haircut with each shampoo and set. Watch for





washer. Two air con-
ditioners. Electric heat.
Quiet neighborhood.
Call after 4 m. 759-
4981.
THREE BEDROOM, 2






NEW HONDA XL 250.
1,300 miles. Must sell.
Call 753-0123 days, 753-
7699 night.
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1:000 miles. Call
436-2262 or 753-8078.
1975 HONDA 400 Super
Sport. Perfect condition.
5700 miles. Call 753-0259.
1977 750 HONDA. Lots of
extras. Call 753-5696.
175 CC HONDA, 1972
UGC, 4,000 miles. $275.
Call 436-2538.
1974 HONDA 550 4
cylinder, good condition.
Best offer. Call 753-2853.
48 Automotive Service
TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus ;2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
;35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris.




1965 FORD F-100 1/2 ton
truck, good mechanical
condition, new tires.
Call 753-1540 after 5
p.m. or 753-9935 after 8






only. Send to P. 0. Box
88, Murray. Can be seen
at Ryan ST.
19'73 DODGE one ton flat
bed truck. Call 753-4707,
1973 PINTO Squire
wagon. Air, 4 speed.
New tires. Can be seen
at Shell Station on 4th
Street. Call 753-0570.
1970 BUICK, $995. 1967
GMC pickup $795. 1973
Spring GMC, $2495. 1976
One ton with Omaha
bed, $4295. 1975 Ford 1/2
ton, 6 cylinder, with..
automatic, $1995. 1967
Two ton International 18
ft. bed, $1895. 1960 in-
ternational 1 ton, $795.
1968 Oldsmobile, $595.
Murray Ford Tractor,






1977 CUSTOMIZED van, 6
cylinder. Good gas
ri_alstekiffir 759-4582
49. Used Cars & Trucks





Extra sharp. $1975. Call
753-6596.
1974 FORD" Capri. Good
condition, 4 speed, new




New tires. Low mileage.
Call 753-6030 after 5.
49 Usea Cars 8, Trucks
1960 CHEVROLET
pickup. Call 753-6403
after 4 p. m.
1976 LTD BROUGHAM.
Extra nice. 7,000 miles.
Call 753-0415.
1973 PINTO - yellow
refrigerator, automtic
defrost and ice maker.,
Call 753-8528 or 753-8301.
1969 BUICK. SKYLARK,




1976 NOVA, 4 speed, $2500
or best offer. Call 759-
1158.
1963 CHEVROLET




body. $350. Call 753-5160.
1969 TEMPEST - runs




Long bed. $3500. Call
753-6274 after 5 p.m.
1976 GRAND PRIX.
Loaded. Power, sun
roof. Call 753-7413 after 3
p.m.
1963 BUICK convertible.
Electra 225. White with









vertible. $750 -or best
offer. Call 753-9437.
1973 MERCURY Mon-
tego, power, air, AM-
FM stereo, needs body
work, $1150. 1967 Chevy
pickup runs but motor
needs work, $300. Call
753-2893 after 6 p.m.
1978 CHEVY 10 van.













SALES - Your friendly
Starcraft dealer. Travel
'trailers, pop ups, used
campers and toppers.
All at discount prices.
Complete line of parts
and accessories. We
service what we sell.
Open Monday-Saturday,
7 a.m. til ? Sunday, 12:30
until 6 p. m. East 9.4









Trailer Sales and Ser-
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,













VW CAMPER, 1976 with
extras. Like new. 38,000.
miles. Call collect 615-












make wet basements '
dry, work - completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con-
struction Co.; Route 2,4,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
INSULATION BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and




repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p. m. 753-7149.
EXPERIENCED interior
- and exterior painters.
Call 759-1228.
1974 FORD RANCHERO
-7-- GT 351 autorhant dcitibFe-
• power and air nice.
$2500. 1971 Ford Pick-up
fourwheel drive 360 4
speed. White spoke
wheels 15 x 12 tires all
new front end. $2250 Call
1-354-6217.
 ̀1111111n1Pr
Prices Slashed SAVE $ $ $ $
T. V. Service Center




No costly footings or
foundations. 10) percent
fireproof masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we




Market Street, Pari4. 414.•
Tenn. 38242: Phone sor- •
642-1328.
DO YOU need stumps
removed frog your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath grotrd. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,







ANY KIND OF hauling in






bedroistis, I% bath, loc- ated ,•(,
1 acre lot. Electric heat, air conditioned
double wide driveway, 24 x 18 -toraRe
building. Single car garage.
753-2515
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
















WILL SPRAY barns, roof
and thick throseal to
masonary walls. Free
Extimates. call 753-6878
or 492-8866 after 5 p.m.
WILL DO YARD work
and light hauling. Call
489-2460.
J AND R Pool Contractor.
Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.




tings, glass, wood and









Call 492-8320 or 492-8390.
PROFESSIONAL window
cleaner, private homes,
offices, store fronts, etc.
20 years experience.
Call 901-782-5981.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
















ALL TYPES backh. oe and
septic tank Ark. Field











ficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing heating and





roofs 'sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
WILL DO babysitting in •








,Company Inc. Air con-






AQU  uTy  SERVICE
53 Feed And Seed
NEW GRASS hay ,in
square bales. Call 753-Ni7
54 Free Column
FIVE 6 WEEK old
puppies. Four males - 1
female. Half dachshund,
half poodle. Need good
home. Call 753-1571.








CLOSED ON THURSDAYS *Hospital
Fri & Sat 8-230 Calls
el-loir Cuts •Shaves
209 Walnut Street.
Call this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, - 753-3685
and night appointments.
I Maybe the nicest home for the money inPanorama Shores. Brick and stone exterior, 3bedrooms, 1/2 baths, sunken family room, lovelykitchen, patio, 2 car garage and more. $41,000.
•
Approximately 2100 sg ft. of Ay* arri in this 4 bedroom',
2 birth bath bean. Large kite's's-finely rosin combilatioa
irrth fireplace, central ps heat mod air, biliseifal beck prate
with gas grill This Isom* is only 10 years old NMI located in
Bagwell Mm,.. tweet resideatial blvd. Primal la SO's.
PA MIXT MARIE
nib Mos, ettly Ili Mulls west of-MSU, hes 2 aPerhaelte
I. help mike the papowsts. The hiss fastens 3 bedrooms,
mend hew mask, and has of sheep ores. The irecilysat
is hosed alike radon arm Our law* sold wads fe_
saressm se call la let al dies pee lids goelity beilt home.
ULM
This Nice t bedroom Mine boso with king mei,
room earl kitchen is located Sales INA of Merrily we Hwy.
641. It is ern • two acre lot end bee over 20 fruit trees plus
numerous berry and peps pewits as lass preen pie and •
good storms area for beam cammeil goodies. Carty
$17,500.00.
Inthin 5 miles of city, this 3 bedroom brick and store bows
features • boomed ceiling family ream with firoplees,
bedroom with hat-iss, very modem hitches with ceramic
cesiltep rungs, pies 3 acres with horse tern See this one
amm.
Rodiscod for quick sale - Men imasediately into this 3
bedroom brick. Ras him* room, sere large hitchec with
new appliances. Large kt with fruit trees, garden area A
shop alreedy wired.
EXTRA SHARP- 2 bedroom almmimma edit boom located Is
Ahno: Paneled throughout, nimbi* top lavatory in bath. Ex-
tra large kitchen with plenty of cabMets, All rooms are
large. Deep corner lot. Special price of $14,500.
Tbst trines is the background indicate the ploasant settle, of
this 3 bedroom brick roach in Lynwood [stem and only
mimeos from town. P ssssss ion wills deed, so buy today and
move today. Just coil and we'll meet you there! $34,500.
$
-.----e-044244 104Misis
Very attractive 4 or 5 bedroom aluminum siding home
situated on 1 acre lot 5 miles north of Murray. This home
has 3 baths, beautiful paneling, corpeted throughout, tett
trill beat and air and is well insulated. Very easy to mom
tain Sliding glass doors open onto reamed deck for en
tertaiming. Meaty of Kresp fee gram. Priced in 40's.
The Nelson Shroat REALTORS
759-1707





We lir /WO 731.6843
1s• !twill 7314011
Hey!
It's a great time to give your old bathroom
a "face-lift."
What better way to improve the
bathroom's looks than by using MARRLE. Its
ciurobie. .it's practical.. it's beautiti.i.
Come in and see us today
• forriton Tile
And Marble





Westwood Subdivisien (soothe end of Donn Rood). This
scenic neighborhood offers the perfect setting for this 3
bedroom, 2 both heap. Desirable features include storm
doors and windows, insulation, and central gas hoe with
central electric Mr. The total area of the home is 2,055 sq.'
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SEVENTH AND EIGHTH Grade winnersr in the North Calloway Science fair With their
trophies are, left to right, front row, David Stom and Terry Bourland, first place, 8th
grade, Van If ucky and Raymond Grady, grand prize, 'the grade, Robert Crick, second
place. 8th grade. back row, Tracy Beach and kafewina Thornton, third place, 7th grade,
Shannon McDougal and Teresa Jones, second place, 7th grade, Julie Gargus and
Angela Thweatt, third place, 8th grade.
%moil' -ma& Is wow
amowiA__ 014.M1101ammo MP HIM NIP= allal







PRESENTED THE Lucile Potts award given for the best project ot the North Calloway
Elementary School Science Fair were Van Bucy and Raymond Grady for a model of a
solar energy House. Steve Payne, left, presented the award.
SIXTH GRADE winners in the North Calloway Science Fair with trophies are, left to
right, Lori Burkeen and Karen Ingram, first place, Jimmy Parrish and Allen McCard,
second place, and Gene Wilfred, third place; honorable mention to Russell Usher,




"The Twelve" will be 'the
subject of the sermon by the
Rev. Buzz Rabatin at the 10:45
a.m. worship services on
Sunday May 21, at the First
Presbyterian Church. His
scripture will be from the book
of Matthew.
Kathy Mowery will direct
the choir and Maxine Clark
will be guest organist
Responsive reading will be
from Psalm 90.
Church school will be at 9:30
a.m. Sunday. The women of
the church will meet at 7:30
p.m. on Sunday at the church.
Announcement was made of
.the Session Retreat on Friday,
June 9, from eight to ten p.m.
and on Saturday, June 10,
from 8:30 a.m. to four p.m. at
the lake home of Dr. Don
Hughes.
_Church officials said the
summer worship services will
be held at ten a.m. each
Sunday, during the months of
June, July, and August.
Rev. Farless Will
Speak On Sunday
The Rev. Robert E. Farless,
associate pastor of the First
United Methodist church,
Murray will speak on the
subject, "No Sparrow Falls"
with scripture from Matthew
10:29-31, at the 8:45 and 10:45
a.m. worship services on
Sunday, May 21.
Paul Shahan will-Meet the
music with Mrs. Richard
Farrell as organist. Greeters
will be Clara and Maurice
Humphrey.
Church School will be held
between the morning worship
services.
The Junior and Senior High
United Methodist Youth will
have a cookout on Kentucky
Lake on Sunday with the
group to leave from church at
five p.m.
Announcement has been
made of the Vacation Church
School planned June 26 to 30.




The First Baptist Church
will celebrate Founder Day
for 132 years of ministry as a
church on Sunday, May 21,
with the pastor, the Rev. Dr.
Bill Whittaker, as the speaker
at the 10:45 a.m. and five p.m.
worship services.
At the evening worship the
special guest will be members
of the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. Their choir will join
the First Baptist Choir in
singing 'Awakening Chorus"
at the evening services. '
The Rev. Lawson
Williamsap, Sinking Spring
pastor. will give . greetings,
read the scripture and have
prayer, and Tommy Scott,
music direcfor at Sinking
Spring, will sing a solo.
Dr. Whittaker will speak on
the. subject, "The Tie That
- Binds," at the evening ser-
vice. A potluck supper to both
churches and vistors will be
held at six p.m. in the church
fellowship hall.
At the morning service, Dr.
Whittaker will speak on
"Hitherto Hath The Lord
Helped Us" with scriptures
from I Samuel 7:12. J. D.
Rayburn, deacon of the week,
and Randy Sorrow, minister
of youth, will assist . in the
services.
The Church choir will sing
"Let the Church Reach Out"
with Wayne Halley, minister
of music, director. Joan
Bowker is organist and Allene.
Knight is pianist.
Sunday School will be held
at 9:30 a.m.
Nursery workers on Sunday
Morning will be Mr. and Mrs
David. Hill, Mr. and Mrs.
• Bobby Henry, Mrs. Durwood
Beatty, Miss Lynne Beatty,
Miss Carol Sears, Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Ragsdale, Mrs.
Allen Russell, and Miss Lisa
Russell.
Start Sunday Night
The Five-Day Plan to Stop
Smoking, Co-sponsored by the
Seventh-day Adventist Church,
,s-and the Tennessee Heart
Associaton will Start Sunday.
May 21 at 7:30 p.m. at the
Henry county courthouse at
Paris, Tn., according to
Luther May, minister of the
Seventh-day Advent's
Churches, in Paris and
Murray.
The program is offered as a
public service to residents of
this area. "As in the past,
there is no charge made to
participants other than a $3
registration fee to cover costs
of materials,"said Bro. May.
For information call 901,642-
3145.
"alimaamarasa North Calloway Elementary1111111.111111/1111111111111111111111111111
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Holds School Science Fair
GRADE ONE through five winners in the North
Calloway Science Fair were, left to right, John Paschall,
fourth. Brandon Bond. fifth Alex Dowdy, selcond, Billy
Adams and Jerry Lowery, third place.
_
North Calloway Elementary
School Science Fair was held
recently in the school gym.
The fair was a three days
event with the Parent-Teacher
Club open house on Thursday
night. Earlier this year the
PTC donated $125 toward
financing the event.
Participants were from
grades one through eight with
about 250 projects. The school
gave special thanks to Dr.
Childress, Dr. Crafton, and
Dr. Matarazzo with some
volunteer students who judged
the fair.
Grades one through five
participants received a cer-
Whim BuchingliiiisAW ear 1l011
Team op, Something dashing Ma dif-
ferent happens
look for these 1100 Classics
40111M Lacoste Knit Shirts
IZOD Khaki Slacks
011IM Cardigan Sweaters
Di* Clikft Golf Jacket
- Weft Terry Cloth ocks
tificate for entering. First,
second, and third place
winners received ribbons and
special treats from Mc-
Donald's or Burger Queen.
Honorable mention ribbons
were also given.
Participants in Grades six
through eight received rib-
bons with first, second, and
third place winners getting
trophies and money prizes on
each grade level. Honorable
mentions were given on every
grade level.
The Lucile Potts award
established last year to honor
a former science teacher at
the school was given to the
best project of the fair. Those
students_ receised a plaueaid - their- names will be
engraved on a plaque















be reached on 753
1916 and 753 1917
Services—Sunday At
Episcopal Church
tit John's Episcopal Church
will celebrate Holy Com-
munion at the 8:30 a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Slay 21, with the Rev. Stephen
Davenport, vicar as the
celebrant.
Ben Moore will be the
acolyte' and Marilyn
Davenport will be in charge of
the nursery.
Morning prayer Service Will




The University Church of
Christ will hear Clyde
Thompson, former Texas
criminal who is now spear-
heading religious programs in
prisons, speak on Sunday,
May 21, at 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m., adn six p.m.
Scripture for the 10:30 a.m.
worship will be H Corinthians
6:1-9, and for the six p.m.
worship, II Corinthians 11:24-
30, according to the -church
minister, Bro. Kermeth
Hoover.
Ernie Bailey will direct the
song service and Robert
Hendon will make the an-
nouncements. Also assisting
iri the services will be Hamp
W. Brooks, Cliff Cochran,
Wayne Williams, and Charles
'Stark.
Serving the Lord's' Supper
will be Harold Grogan, Jack
Wilson, Tim Feltner, Bob
Houghton, Mark Alls, Jeff
Berskln, dey nJ i mizmyrryWeiunt, 
Dunn.
Nursery supervision will be
Nancy Williams, Nancy Fitts,
Kari Ballard, .Denise Dycus,




Karen Shipley Winner Of
Memorial Scholarship
The, United Daughters of the
confederacy has awarded the
Jefferson Davis Memorial
Scholarship to. •Miss Karen
Kay Shipley. Funds for this
scholarship are provided from
the Hector W. Church
Foundation, the legacy of Pvt.
H. W..Church, a Union soldier,
to the United Daughters-of the
Confederacy. She will receive
Karen Kay Shipley
UDC. Scholarship
the scholarship for four years.
In this national competition
scholarships are awarded on
-scholaStice performance,
citizenship and extra:
curricular activities. In ad-
dition.the recipient must be a




wounded three times defen-




William,,sio. 805 Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy located in
Murray, Ky.
As a senior at Trigg Comity
High, Miss Shipley has been a
member of the Istational Beta
"Club, president of the Futiire-
Homemakers of America, a
member of the national
Forensic League and a
member of the Flag Corps.
She plans to attend Murray
State University where .she
has also been the recipient of
an Alumni Scholarship. Her
present plans are to major in
Psychology and Social Work.
Her parents, the Rev. and
Mrs. Hal Shipley and her
brother, Kenneth, reside at
Route 1. Gracey. She is the
The First ,Christian, Church
will have a potluck luncheon
on Sunday, May 21, following
the 10:45 a.m. worship hour
the minister, the Rev. Dr.
David C. Roos, will speak on
the subject, "When You're
Number 2!" Karin McFerron
will be worship leader, Danny
Fleming will be candle
lighter,:and Mr. and Mrs. A.
B. Crass, Mrs. Henry Fulton,
and Miss Stacy Fulton will, be
greeters.
Serving as elders will be Ty
Holland and Auburn Wells
The deacons and deaconesses
serving will be Voris Wells._
Jim Boone, Betty Gore,
Darrel McFerron, Johnna
Puttoff, and Fred Wells.
Margaret Porter will sing a
solo and also direct the song
service with Jane Hutson as
organist.
The flowers on Sunday, M'ay'
if, were in memory of Mrs.
Witte Wells by her children
Chappel, Voris, Auburn, and
Marjorie.
UTTLE MISS KENTUCKY DAY — Little Miss Kentucky Day has been proclaimed for
Sunday, May 21, in Murray by Mayor Melvin B. Henley. On that day, the Little Miss Ken-
tucky Pageant wilLget underway at 2:30 p.m. in Lovett Atiditorium on the Murray State
campus. On hand for the official signing of the proclamation was the 1977 Kentucky
Little Miss, Miss Marcy Dawn Marine, daughter of Don and Carole Marine of Murray.
grandaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
N. A. Ezell of Murray and the
late Mr. And Mrs. E. D.
Shipley of Murray.
Miss Maude Nance and Mrs.
John Livesay of the Murray
Chapter attended the special
honor ceremonies at Trigg






Church will hear the Rev. Sam
.1adeji of the Nigerian Baptist
Convention speak at the seven
_worship_ servicea_sin _ 
Sunday, May 21.
Speaking at the morning
services at 10:50 will be the
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Jerrell
White whose subject will be
-Paul's Prayer For You" with
scripture from Ephesians
1:15-23. Special music will be
by the sanctuary Choir,
directed by J.,„ T. Lee with
Margaret Wilkins as Orgainist
and Jane Rogers as Pianist.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. and Church Training
at six p.m. on Sunday.
A special event on Sunday
will be the reception to honor
the pastor and his family upon
the completion of his Doctor of
• Ministry degree from Luther
Rice Seminary, Jacksonville,
Fla. The event will be held at
the church from two to four
p.m. and all friends and
church members are urged to
be present.
-Vacation Bible School will
'be held June,19 to 23 from 8:30
to 11:30 a.m. each day.
Bro. John Dale To
Speak At Church
Of Christ Sunday
"What Must I Do To Be
Saved?" will be the subject of
the sermon by Bro. John Dale
at the 8:30 a.m. and 10:40 a.m.
worship services- on Sunday,
May 21, at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. His
scripture will be from Acts
16:29-34.
- The six p.m. sermon topic
by Bro. Dale will be "Counting
the Cost" with Luke 14:28-33
as the scripture.
Assisting with the services
will be Johnny Bohannon,
Owen Moseley, Glen Gibbs,
Howell Clark, Thomas
Schroader, Earl Nanny, Jerry
Bolls, Chuck Adams, James
Lamb, Huie Suiter, Gene
Roberts and Jim Spurlock.
Mike Lyons, Sam Wylie,
leon Adams and Jerry Fulton
Will preside for The Lord's
Supper. Debbie Turner will be
the teen nursery helper.
Serving on the Extension
Department will be Jack
Rose, Earl Steele, Thomas
Schroader, and Ronnie Sills.
Bible study will be held at
9 : 40, a.m. on Sunday.
ri PASCHALL a
CAMPER SALES










Discover a new Horizon. With room for
four, front-wheel drive stability,
and many other standard items
No wonder it's The Car of the Year'
EP,A mileacileertimate,. based on Hcfri zon
manual transmission Your actual mileage
may defter depending on your driving
'labels, your cars condition, and its

















































































































Elbe ta the di
Ralph Clark,
Mrs. Wells I
